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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

In Our YInd Year

Murray, Ky.,-Tuesday Afternoon, August 24, 1971

Senior Citizens To
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Attend 'Rameses'
On Friday Night
0. C. McLemore, president of
the Murray-Calloway County
'Senior Citizens Club, has announced plans for the club
members and guests to attend the
production of the
play,

A fellow was testing some
mercury one day and was
astounded to find that it had
traces of Tuna Fish in it. He
notified the proper government
agency which immediately sent
releases to all news media. The
people who process mercury
issued statements to the effect
that they were recalling the last
shipment of mercury to their
many retail outlets and they also
issued a warning not to use this
mercury because of the Tuna
Fish traces.

10* Per Copy

Vol. U(XXXII No. 199

2,588 Enroll In
Calloway Schools

No Injuries Are
'"Rameses" at the Kenlake Listed On Accident
Amphitheatre on Friday, August
Reports By Police
27.

Increase Of 61 Students
Over Last Year's Figure

Two traffic accidents in the city An enrollment of 2588 has been morning with the principals in
of Murray were investigated by unofficially reported for the charge. The buses made their
the officers of the Murray Police Calloway County High School and regular schedule on Monday and
Department on Monday. No the six elementary centers at the first full day of school is
the Almo, Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, today.
injuries were listed on
Lynn Grove, and New Concord,
Principals are Howard Critreports.
Vehicles involved in the according to Charlie Lassiter, tenden, Calloway; George
director of pupil personnel of Dowdy, Almo; Billy Dale
The group will meet at five collision at 10:07 a.m.'were a 1970
Calloway County.
Outland, Faxon; Roy Cothran,
p.m. Friday at the First United Chevrolet pickup driven by
Hazel; Johnny Bohannon,
MEMBERS OF the Murray School si Practical Nursing now in progress are as follows: Front row, Methodist Church to
Hazel, and
Edwards
of
Robert
E.
It is believed that most of the
go in cars to
nercury will be recovered and so left to right, Terry Clark, Mary Patsy Elliott, Roberta Clark, Karen Thweatt, Bonnie Jones, Janis amphitheatre. Each one is asked a 1969 Ford LTD owned by Edgar The Clloway County system Kirksey; Freed Curd, Lynn
- year Grove; Bob Allen, New Concord.
far no illness or death has Sims,and Deborah Holt; second row, Teri Lynch, Jo Ella Wilson, Mildred Schoffled, JoAnn Valsvik, to bring a sack lunch as the group Rhodes and driven by Mary lou dosed the 1970-71 school
enrollment of 2527, Calloway County High is for the
resulted from the contaminate( Beverly Cannon, Barbara Hendrix, Mary Shorn, and Jackie Wilkinson; back row, Glenda Burnett, will eat at the park pavilion Anderson Rhodes of 307 South with an
Lassiter said. This unofficial top four grades. Eight grades are
Carolyn Steen,Peggy Warner, Donna McKinney, and Wilma Dunlap.
Ilth Street, Murray.
nercury.
before attending the play.
Police said the Rhodes car was figure is sixty-one above the at each of the elementary cenpulling into a parking space just count for the past school year. ters. Buses make regular runs to
The Mercury contamination is
the right of Edwards as he was The enrollment has increased the elementary schools and
to
one in another of the series of
pulling
into a parking space off at Calloway County High School express buses then go to the high
contaminated items found by the
Main Street. The Edwards truck and the Educable Unit for the school.
Pure Food and Drug Adcut too short and collided with the Mentally Retarded has been
ministration. Cyclamates were
Rhodes car, according to the added at the school where a new
found to be contaminated with The fourth class of the Murray
room was added to the school for
police report.
low calory cola drinks and this School of Practical Nursing
Concord
this unit. New
was
on
the
to
the
truck
Damage
on
other
markets,
then
held
class
1971.
This
June
14,
on
off
the
began
By HARRY HOBBS
calculations as presenting "towas immediately taken
School also reported
Elementary
car
on
the
side
and
to
the
right
under
LONDON (UPI)—The U.S. firm
market until pure Cyclamates of 50 weeks is authorized
tally unreal values."
an increase in enrollment.
the Manpower Development and dollar suffered a sharp new The Frankfurt money market The IMF predicted 12 to 13 left rear quarter panel.
could be produced.
'The figures for each of the
occurred
at
collision
The
other
administered
quotation
for
the
official
and
fixed
Training
Act
setback
on
West German
per cent upward revaluation of
until pure Cyclamates could be
schools are as follows:
between
a
1963
p.m.
4:55
Vocational
today,
marks,
money
markets
at
3.3960
Area
•
the
day
by the Tilghman
the mark, 7 per cent for the
produced.
Calloway County High School School,. Paducah, Kentucky. bankers said a report by the equivalent to a dollar devalue- French franc and pound sterl- Chevrolet two door driven by
775
of
Charles
Knepper
Ricky
Monetary
International
Fund
cent
compared
7.2
per
tion
of
with
the
affiliated
is
school
,
The
ing and 15 per cent for the
The Pure Food and Drug AdThe University School at
Boonsboro, Md., and a 1967 EMR Unit at Calloway High -12
ministration is to be corn• Murray-Calloway County (IMF) appeared to be responsi- with the official 3.66 marks rate Japanese yen.
Murray State University held
403
Elementary
Almo
driven
by
Eula
two
door
Dodge
We. The dollar dipped slightly which existed before the mark So far those figures have not
registration for kindergarten
prunented on the fast and ef- Hospital for clinical practide.
Faxon Elementary - 333
was allowed to float on May 10. been reflected in market prices, Mae Garland of 309 South 13th
Those attending from Calloway
ficient manner in which it has
through the sixth grade on
Elementary
240
Hazel
This was a sharp drop and Japan was still buying up Street, Murray.
Wilma Dunlap,
County are:
Monday, August 23.
reacted.
Police said Knepper was Kirksey Elementary - 311
compared with the 3.4250 marks American dollars to protect the
Deborah Holt, Teri Jo Lynch,
241
Grove
Elementary
Lynn
Street
headec
Olive
quotation fixed Monday when 360 to 1 ratiol The Tokyo parked on
Donna McKinney, Janis Sims,
New Concord Elementary - 273 Each of the seven units have an
money markets reopened after market was flooded by devalua- east. Mrs. Garland was backing
Now comes the story of Little Karen 'Thweatt, Peggy Warner,
programs were held at apporoximate enrollment
a week's closure to review the tion rumors of up to 20 per cent out of the driveway at 1112 Olive Opening
Red Riding Hood which a kind Jackie Wilkinson, and Joella
of
of
the
schools on Monday thirty persons making a
each
the
failed
to
see
Street
and
situation created by President but the government today once
reader sends to us. This is the Wilson.
210 students enrolled at
Knepper car.
Nixon's Aug. 15 announcement more refused to revalue.
modern versio now, so any Those attending from Graves
located on North 16th
Damage to the Knepper cal
of a new U.S. economic policy. Switzerland reopened its cursimilarity between this story and County are: Lizabeth Albritton,
but
ni
door,
left
was
on
the
"The sudden drop in
the one you used to read is purely411/ynda Burnett, Roberta Clark,
cy exchange markets today,
the
Vernon Shovm;
th4
incidental.
Mary Patsy Elliott, and Jo Ann The complete staff of the dollar quotation in early trading
day after most of Europe, damage was reported to
school, said the first f day of
Murray City Schools heard a between banks came as a and they traded the dollar at Garland car.
Valsvik.
MAYFIELD (UP!)-Thomas
school is being held today. The
H. Duncan, 37, 418 Illinois Ave; University School does not have
"Once upon a time, in a far Those attending from Mar- preview of the changes which surprise,- a bank spokesman 3.9775 Swiss francs, a devaluaSikeston, Mo., a pedestrian, was
away country, there lived a little shallCourdy are: Terry Clark, have been made in the 1971-72 said. "It appears a report by tion of less than 1 per cent. The
any buses for transportation of
Kentucky Educational Television the IMF in Washington caused dollar was slightly stronger in
killed early today in a traffic
girl called Red Riding Hood. One and Carolyn Steen.
school children. The buses
the
Trigg
County
Attending
from
program
by
Mrs.
Virginia
a
new
Fox,
rush to exchange dollars Austria when those exchanges
accident four miles south of here
day her mother asked her to take
discontinued after the upper
were
In Graves County.
a basket of food to her grand- are: Beverly Cannon, and Mary acting director of the Education for marks.
reopened. Australian banks
were closed at the
grades
six
Shorn.
Division and Mrs. Stephanie He said the IMF had listed recently
State police said Dunean was
limited
cashed
Continued on Page Six
the 1969-70
Attending from McCracken Auslander, Utilization Specialist, Its predictions of eventual amounts of dollars at 23.50 Herbert Brim is now at his struck before dawn on Ky. High- school following
year.
school
Hendrix.
both of Lexington.
County is Barbara
quotations of leading currencies schillings but the rate went to home on Waldrop Drive way 1124 in Western Kentucky.
The instructors for the class Introduced by Mrs. Eula Mae against the dollar, when mark- 24.47-24.57 today.
recuperating*drom open heart
are Mrs. Barbara Raymond, Doherty, General Supervisor of ets settle down. The list The dollar closed stronger surgery which he underwent at
R.N., Head Instructor, Mrs. Instruction of the Murray predicted an upward revalua- against the franc at the end of the William F. Bowld Hospital in
Roberta Garfield, R.N., In- System, the ETV specialists tion of the mark against the
second day of France's two- Memphis, Tenn.
structor, and Mrs. Joyce presented excerpts from some of dollar of 12 to 13 per cent.
tier market system, gaining a 2 Brinn was a patient at the
Morrison, R.N., Consultant, all of the new programs as well as Such a de facto revaluation per cent revaluation against Memphis hospital for seven or
some of the changes in lessons -you'd be a disaster for German onday's rate. On the free eight weeks before being able to
Murray.
already used.
exporters, and Economics and
This past weekend Boy Scout
et the price was 5.52 return home two weeks ago.
the signal it represents is to
The Murray system began Finance Minister Karl Schiller gainst the Monday close of
By MIKE FEINSHAER
Local 959 ACWA—AFL of the
Troop 77 visited the Shiloh Warm, Humid Conditions
using ETV on November 3, 1968, quickly denounced the IMF 5.5175.
National Military Park located at
'Standard Textile Company, WASHINGTON (UPI) —The say to lenders, 'Go ahead and
Pittsburgh Landing on the Hang On In South States with 38 equipped rooms, 12 of
In London the dollar slipped Murray, has started a fund at government took action today
these in color. Each year admakceonytoiur
nue tIl°aI W
meak anfunds
Tennessee River.
t nT
s
slightly then held its ground at both the Bank of Murray and the designed to stabilize interest to
Peoples Bank to help defray the rates on mortgage loans and to available to your community."
The scouts hiked two trails By United Press International ditional equipment has been
62.4493 to the pound.
An
influx
of
cool
Canadian
air
purchased.
expenses of the Brinn family. make more money available for
covering a distance of more than
Martin said .hundreds of
Mrs. Brinn is an employee ot the loans to home buyers.
30 miles. The historic trails brought an abrupt end to a heat In beginning her part of the Three members of the Almo
savings and loan associations
wave
in
the
Northern
Plains
program„
Standard Textile Company and
directed the boys over the 3500
Mrs.
Fox School Parent-Teacher
The Federal Home Loan were "bumping up" against the
acre park which was the scene of today but there was only congratulated the Murray staff Association attended the school
has been laid off since May 20.
Bank Board (FHLBB), which reserve requirements,causing
Before becrming ill, Brinn was
the "bloodiest" Civil War battle partial relief for the smoldering on its use of ETV. "In its third of instruction held by the First
regulates savings and loan them to refrain from making
year of operation," Mrs. Fox District of the Kentucky
fought over one hundred years South.
an employee of the Ryan Milk
institutions, announced a reduc- additional mortgage loans and
Temperatures
in
Nebraska
said, "Kentucky's thirteen Congress
ago now referred to as the
Company.
of PTA at Bob's
tion in the amount of cash putting an additional pressure
"Battle of Shiloh", officials say. and the Dakotas dipped to the transmitter educational Smorgasbord in Marshall County
Any persons wishing to donate those institutions
must keep on on interest rates.
to the Brinn fund are asked to hand in
Today the battlefield is well 00s after three days of readings television metwork, including last week.
reserve for emergen- He said S-and-L's were
near
the
100
mark
while
the
Murray State University's WK- Attending were Mrs. M. D.
leave their contributions at either
marked with monuments,
cies, freeing up to $800 million underwriting $3 billion worth of
ALEXANDRIA, Ky.( UPI)—
markers, cannons, and plaques, Southwest was still on the MU, is being used by more than McGinnis, Mrs. Howard Bucy,
of the local banks.
for
today
for lending to home buyers.
cancelled
mortgages a month, but the
Classes
were
the scouts could easily follow the warm side with the mercury in half of Kentucky's almost 30,000 and Mrs. Joe Walker. Mrs.
County public
5,400
of recent months had
Campbell
growth
and
80s.
the
70s
teachers in classrooms in 174 of McGinnis is now serving as First
action which took place.
LOV1ETT ELECTED
At the same time the Federal leveled off, threatening to
school students in line with an
The local boys were required to A few thunderstorms lingered the Commonwealth's 192 school District board chairman for
against double • Jerry L. Lovett of Hardin has Home Loan Mortgage Corpora- curtail a boom in the housing
Injunction
read two booklets about Shiloh from the southern Rockies to districts. More than half of the Citizenship and International
in a parent's been elected as president of the tion (FHLMC), which buys industry.
granted
sessions
and
periodic
the
adjacent
plains
700,000 public school students Relations.
and view a thirty minute color
mortgages from S-and-L's, cut Martin's announcements on
law suit.
the
thunderstorms
buffeted
Marshall
County
Young
receive educational television in
movie at the Park Museum
charge which would reduce domestic aspects of _President
its
of
Ebert
Carl
Attorney
providing
only
partial
Democrats. He has announced
their schools."
showing the reenactment of the South,
Newport said he would move this plans for the organization to the cost of a $20,000 mortgage Nixon's new economic plan
relief
from
the
warm
and
humid
Mrs.
Fox
and
Mrs. Auslander
battle.
morning on behalf of the Camp- launch a county-wide mem- by $600 and also 'announced it came as the dollar suffered a
pointed out also that parents at
Hiking, cooking, and camping conditions.
make 1300 million setback qn the West German
bell County School Board to bership drive and active par- would
front
moving
down
A
cool
home and adults view the lessons
requirements were completed on
available
to buy FHA and VA money market.
issued
injunction
dissolve
the
from Canada chilled the Great broadcast for the schools. "On
ticipation in the fall general
the three day campout.
mortgages.
Monday by Circuit Judge Paul election.
Valley
region,
the
Ohio
The official quotation in
Lakes
September 20 at 6:30 p.m. Funeral services for Miss Ella
Panther Patrol Leader Robert
Preston Martin, FfIblaB trading today was one dollar
Stapleton.
Underwood was selected as best and the mid and north Atlantic Standard Time,ETV wW present Pinner of Murray Route Four are The temporary injunction
chairman, told a news confer- for 3.396 German marks, the
states.
WINDOW FAN
'Community TV High School', a being held today at two p.m. at
camper for the trip.
ence he was confident the two equivalent of a dollar devaluahalted classes with one shift
Early
morning
temperatures
Other.scouts making the hikes
for the General Education the chapel of the Filbeck-Cann completed Monday afternoon.
The Murray Fire Department actions would halt an upward tion of 7.2 per cent from the
across
the
nation
ranged
from
34
were Kent Harmon, Kelly Seales,
Development test. This could Funeral Home,Benton,with Rev. School Superintendent Charles was called to the J. R. McNutt climb in mortgage interest
Continued on Page Six
Andy Wilson, Ernie Dodd, Mark at Marquette county Airport, 39-half-hour lesson series William J. Sullivan officiating. McCormick termed the in- home at 1608 Olive Street on rates.
Thurman,John Hart, Don Henry, Mich. to 88 akrhoenix, Ariz. and designed to help adults without a Burial will be in the Calvert junction "out or orderi" but said Monday at 8:25 p.m. The blaze The upswing started in June
PERSONS CITED
Ronnie Blythe, Calif.
Jennings,
high school diploma as they study City Cemetery.
Tim
was from a window fan and was and accelerated in July after a
he would abide by it.
Billington, Mike Alexander,
possibly reach the 750,000 adult Miss Pinner, age 88, died "Nobody likes the double out on arrival of the firemen. Ten sharp decline from historic
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde
Rusty Moore, Joey Grasty and
Kentuckians who do not have a Sunday at 7:30 p. m. at the session plan," he said, "but regular and three volunteer highs reached during the tight
and his deputies were busy
Steele
Gregg Fox. Adult hike leaders
high school diploma," Mrs. Fox Convalescent Division of the Campbell
is
31 foremen answered the call and money period of 1969 and 1970.
County
the
were 0. J. Jennings and Dr. Jim
said.
Murray -Calloway County schoolrooms short."
were back at the station by 8:31 At that time interest rates paid over the weekend patrolling
area of the county. They were
Hart.
According
to
Ted
Cook,
injunction
in
'the
Hospital.
of
a
An
earlier
Partly
by
home
buyers
were
as
high
today
and
tonight.
She
was
a
member
Fair
called to some minor traffic
Troop 77 meets each Monday cloudy Wednesday with widely director of General Adult : ptist Church.
same legal move to block double
as 9 per cent.
cited two persons
evenings at 6:30 p.m. in the scattered thundershowers. Little Education, State Department, The deceased is survived by a school sessions in this norSaid Martin: "This action and collisions and
FREE KITTENS
for no operator's license and five
basement of the First Christian change in temperatures. Highs "The G.E.D. certificate is one of sister, Mrs. Guy
Hefner of theastern Kentucky county was
persons for public- drunkenness.
Church.
today and Wednesday in the N. the first steps an unemployed Calvert City, and one half dissolved on a technicality Persian kittens, six weeks old, Couples Mixed Bowling
persons needs to take to get a job. brother, Sidney Noble of Murray Saturday. The suit was filed are free to persons for pets. For
Lows tonight in the 60s.
LOSE LICENSES
SIX CITED
Kentucky For information on this upcoming Route Four.
The extended
again Monday morning with the fur they information call 436- League Meets Thursday
series
of
lessons,
any
person
may
Howard Wayne Scott, Route 2, weather outlook Thursday
second injunction granted.
=7.
Six persons were cited by the
Murray and Neva Kay Behm, through Saturday: Occasional contact his local school UNDUE NTERFERENCE
The Thursday Couples Mixed
Plaintiff in the case, Mrs.
1630 Hamilton , Murray,have had showers or thundershowers superintendent for information." CHORLEY, England (UPI)— Sandra Hardy of Alexandria
Bowling League will meet at Murray Police Department on
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Fox and Mrs. Auslander Model airplane enthusiasts have charges the double sessions are
their drivers licenses suspended Thursday.
Partly cloudy
Corvette Lanes on Thursday, Monday afternoon. They were
three for no city auto sticker, one
according to the list released by Thursday night through Satur- further demonstrated programs complained to authorities that illegal under state law which
Exie B. Adams of 312 South 19th August 26, at 7:30 p.m.
the Department of Public Safety day. Highs during the period to meethigs of the secondary staff police radio messages are calls for a uniform system of Street, Murray, is a patient at St. All interested persons please for no state inspection sticker.
to the Traffic Safety Coordinating mostly in the M. Lows mostly in as well as the elementary and Interfering with their radio common schools with nine hours Thomas Hospital, 2000 Hayes attend or call Helen Hargrove at and two for no city auto sticker
and no state inspection sticker.
middle school personnel
753-5014.
committee.
Street, Nashville, Tenn.
the 6.
the daily time limit.
control signals.
The admission will be $2.25 per
person if as many as fifteen
persons attend, and $2.00 per
person if as many as twenty or
more persons attend, McLemore
said.

Nursing Class
In Progress

Dollar Suffers Sharp
Setback In W. Germany

Enrollment
At University
School Is 210

EN Changes
Explained
To Teachers

Pedestrian Killed
In Graves County

Fund Started
For Brinn's

Troop 77 Has
Campout
At Shiloh

Government Action Today
Designed To Steady Rates

Almo PTA Members
At District Meet

Classes In
Alexandria
Cancelled

Miss Pinner
Succumbs Here

The Weather
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Banks Growing

Italy.

The columns of this newspaper last week carried
a news story which announced that the combined
assets of the banks in Calloway County amounted to
$81 million dollars.
This comes as good news in a time when so many
are placed in difficult situations because of inflation and the general economic picture.
One important point, we believe, is that the
growth of local banking institutions has been one of
a steady nature. It has not been due to a "boom" or
to a sudden jump. The local banks have made
definite increases practically every year and their
growth clearly indicates the growth in the
economic picture of our county and our community.
We have been fortunate here in Calloway County
in having banks who desired to cooperate with
individuals and businesses in planning and
carrying out plans to build homes, expand
businesses, purchase new equipment and to do the
many things which must be done to keep up with g
growing population and economy.
We have watched as the banks have expandec
their services to their customers, enlarged quarters, built branch banks to serve specific areas,
upgraded their equipment through the use of
computers and other modern techniques, and as is
now the case, constructing entire new major
physical plants to serve the area even better.
We congratulate local banking institutions on
their growth, not only for the good management
they have practiced which in large measure
promoted this growth, but also because their
welfare is a good "yardstick" of the general
economy on our community.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDORIL a MOM VIM
Mrs.Charles Roberts, age 38, died August 22 at her home at 700
Sycamore Street, Murray.
Calloway County has received $10,560.65 as its share of the
e Tennessee Valley Authority's payments in lieu of taxes for the
fiscal year 196041.
Miss Janet Like of Calloway County was winner of the Winn.Dixie Scholarship award to a deserving boy or girl from a Ken:Allay Farm Bureau family.
Z The family of Mrs. Ola Walston held a reunion at the home o
Z,M.Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dodd on August 20.

20 Years Ago Today
LIMO= & TUC= MA
P.B. Kirk,age 75, died yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
' Pfc. Kenneth C.Thorpe and Pvt. James Stockdale are members
A the honor guard unit at the United Nation's Advance Peace
camp at Munsan, Korea.
The annual meeting of the Calloway County Homemakers was
'held at the Murray Woman's Club House on August 22 with Mrs.
.T.B. Culpepper, president, presiding.
4wagon load of hay belonging to Buster Evans and Fred Hale
of Murray Route Five was destroyed by fire while being transported by tractor and wagon on Kentucky Highway 121 neat
'Merry Corner.

In 1814 the British captured
Washington, D.C., burning the
Capitol
Building
and
the
executive mansion.
In 1932 Amelia Earhart
became the first woman to
make a transcontinental nonstop flight.
In 1968 France detonated its
first hydrogen bomb in the
South Pacific.
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Moyle
The park is a federal nature
:3) S.F. Intl Airport
Sin
bent visitor might want, whether sanctuary of more than 50,000
Sets. Nee: Mtn., seine It Takes is Thiel
It Takes • Thle
he's a bird watcher, a spelunker, acres where deer and other
Id Tonight
"Apache Drumso a •311
News; Wee.; Snorts
a fisherman or a solitary soul usually shy creatures may
Tonight
Moyle
Dick cave,
Dick
Cavsft
seeking silence and serenity.
frequently be seen in their daily
1 2 :"
:30
Dick C.v.ft
Interstate 65 and other major life, unafraid of man. A park.,
highways give easy access to this naturalist conducts a two-hour
land of diverse attractions, one of walk through part of the
the fastest-growing vacation magnificent forest and there are
**ions in America. The CentraL_several welf-guideit nature
Cave Area has two huge lakes A wade cruiserthat operates on ICIAPP1 I Pettit; Regulai'
teeming with fish, two great the Green River from May to
Admission
50
1
rivers and many smaller bodies mid-October is like an enchanted
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of water. Half a dozen good-sized excursion into the wilds of Africa,
cities thrive in the area. There or on the Amazon in South
are more than 2,500 motel room:
that range from the low budget America.
Nolin River Lake and Barren
variety to brand new,top-quality
motels. And there's an almost River Lake are two of the top
EGGstravaganza!
WHAT AN
equal variety and profusion ol fishing spots in Mid-America.
just
lakes,
They are new
campgrounds.
Three of the 1-65 interchanges maturing but yielding trophy-size
Horse Cave, Cave City and Park bass as well as eye-popping
City, put you in the heart of strings of other fish. Nolin is
Kentucky's underworld, or, more about 6,000 acres in area and
accurately, land of subterranean Barren is nearer 10,000. WaterYEciiim001.01r
wonders. Here is the most skiing, swimming, boating, you
renowned system of caverns on name it—all are enjoyed on these
Afternoon Shows Sat & Sun. On
earth, including the granddaddy lakes.
..
of them all, Mammoth Cave in
.
Mammoth Cave National Park. Since one out of every three
,
. .
;
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of
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*
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UNIONS ARE OBSOLETE
While Big Unionism has the power to paralyze industries,
transportation systnns and entire communities and while union
iemands are a mijor cause of inflation, the union movement
actually is on the decline in the United States. The percentage of
the labor force unions represent is steadily declining. Increasing
lumbers of blue-collar and white-collar Americans are realizing
that unions. ar,e-Obscilete. '
Today,22 per cent of the U.S. labor force is unionized. Eighteen
years ago, unionism reached its high point numerically, with 26
3er cent of the labor force on union rolls as dues-paying members.
Even this percentage is meager compared to unionism overseas.
In Great Britain,for example,40 per cent of the workers belong to
Why has unionism lost ground in recent years? There are a
lumber of reasons. One is the recognition among plant and office
workers that many unions are hoodlum-dominated. Beyond that,
great numbers of Americans unquestionably resent the belief of
union bosses that they own the jobs in a unionized factory.
Working people also know that the union bosseelive "high on
the hog" at the expense of the union rank and file. Union chiftains
enjoy huge salaries and retire on tremendous pensions ranging up
to $75,000 a year. Moreover, in the majority of unions there is
little or no democratic procedure. The ordinary member has no
effective voice in the conduct of union affairs. If he protests a
union action,he may be kicked out of the union and lose his job. In
many cases, the union member who objects to union policies may
be beaten up by union goons or have his automobile tires slashed.
Fear is the cement that many union bosses use to keep the union
together.
There are other factors, however, that make working people
regard unions as obsolete. One factor is the increasing
sophistication of the American people. The factory or office
worker of today knows a lot about the society in which he lives. He
is looking ahead and wants a strong, healthy country for his
children. Thus there is growing -ecognition that unions are anti.
progress and thwart the full economic
development of the
country.
The young man or woman entering the nation's work force is
more and more aware of the absurdity of many union
-equirements and demands. They know that many unions insist
m outmoded rules which date to the turn of the century.
Union demands against railroads are a case in point. The
•ailroad unions demand crew changes every 100 miles, precisely
is they did in the 19th century in the days of steam railroading.
Young people especially know that such union demands are not
ally absurd and unfair but hurt everyone in the country.
The new generation of office and industrial workers realizes
hat the national economy cannot afford union make-work. They
mow that, in the last analysis, blue-collar and white-collar em)loyes pay for unreasonable union settlements-pay for them in
erms of inflation and higher municipal, state and federal taxes.
It is reasonable to conclude that many workers who now belong
o unions would discard their union cards-if they weren't afraid of
anion rataliation. These working people need protection of their
-ight to leave a union.
Charles E. Walker,. Under Secretary of the Treasury, has said.
'Unions may be getting less powerful, in terms of how much of
the labor- force they represent. But they also may be getting
meaner."
In 19 states, workers have the protection of state Right to Work
laws. These laws forbid the forcing of workers to join unions. The
tragedy is that such laws aren't on the books in all 50 states They
are needed in order to protect one of the most basis rights of an
American citizen.
Those who believe an American shouldn't be forced to join an
organization in order to hold a job are hopeful that the rising level
of education, plus tough anti-crime measures directed at union
racketeers, will lead to further diminishment of a movement that
hinders full realization of the economic potential and well-being of
working Americans.
CAMPAIGN TICKET

HONG KONG TYPHOONED makes his w:iy
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reet,

TUESDAY—AUGUST 24, 1971
The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 24,
by Carl hibblet Jr.
the 236th day of 1971.
The moon is between its new
There are few things more astonishing and apphase and first quarter.
palling to a newspaper reporter than the extent
The morning stars are Saturn
and intensity of the memo writing, backbiting, inand Venus.
The evening stars are Mars, fighting and sideslipping employed by an ambitious
Jupiter and Mercury.
bureaucrat on the make for the next highest job.
Those born on this day are
"Every eel hopes to
under the sign of Virgo.
become a whale
Roman
Catholic
Cardinal
—German
Proverb
Richard Cushing was born Aug.
24, 1895.
On this day in history:
In 79 A.D., thousands of
people were killed and the
cities of Pompeii and HercuI have made my bed In the autness.--Job 17:13.
laneum buried by the eruption
Loneliness must not overwhelm us, for God is very powerful
of volcanic Mount Vesuvius in
and very near. It is a good time to talk things over with Him.

FRANWFORT, Ky. ( UPI)—
City Commission Candidate
Ronald T. Utterback 14:-A some
quick feedback on his campaign
oratory.
At a "Meet the Candidates
Night" Utterback complained of
seeing city employes "knitting,

reading and generally loafing
on the job."
The following day, Patrolman
David R. Dean showed he was
not loafing. He gave Utterback
a ticket for speeding on a
downtown street.
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In the heart of the Cave Area is
man GNIRK wins Num
Park Mammoth Resort, an ultra • STARTS TOMORROW
JAMES
dining
with
lodge,
STEWART
park
modern
room, skeet shooting, tennis, 18HENRY FONDA
hole golf course, a train ride and
three caves. The world-famous
ildif.t.11111 ii
caverns that every cave-diver
A Goal Wooten,
should try to see are Mammoth • LAST NITE! SEE BOTH
- ,
Cave, Crystal Onyx Cave, • x
r•THE CHEYENNE
AT 7:45 x
,.`
.
,.
and
Onyx
Cave
Mammoth
• DOUBLE FEATURE 4.
...
SOCIAL CUJI3
Diamond Caverns, the last
Now! A fIlm that dares to
6p1 WINNOW 1.11111.11W qa
described by Harvard's Dr. N. S.
reveal the angry,compulsive
"the
most
beautiful
of
Shaler as
hungers of the unsatisfied sex'
the hundred or more caves I have
seen In all parts of the world."
Mammoth Cave National Park
is a real joy, an operation that
AL SO
should provoke a sense of pride in
fast,
learned
She
every one of its owners ... that is,
very fast! .v ("AIRPORT'is a great film all the way!")
living
American. The
every
- Owe,* Daily News
World;
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Open
A
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Visitor Center alone is worth the
Color x
trip. It's open every day from 8 tc
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Dan Devine doesr
instant champions]
Green Bay Packers
The former Un
Missouri coach, w
into one of the toug
football last Janus
trying to prove
impossible to me.
from the colleges
and enjoy the same
He'll be doing it
that has known in
than any other in t
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win," Devine said.,
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Ray Has Overabundance
Of Confidence In Cats
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Pirates Come Out Of
'Slump' Long Enough
To Pound Braves Twice

American League
East
W. L Pet GB
Ray
says
he
has
"ample"
By DAVID MOFFIT
Baltimore
76 45 .628 ...
strength
on
the
defensive
line
UPI Sports Writer
Detroit
68 58 540 101
/
2
ATLANTA (UPI) - Undaunt even without Roller and Hardt
Boston
67 60 .528 12
but
appears
more
concerned
ed by two disastrous seasons (2New York
63 65 .492 161
/
2
8, 2-9) that might shake a lest about the offensive line, since
Washington
53 72 .424 25
By vrro STELLINO
The Montreal Expos aren't New York. Tommy Davis,
confident coach, John Ray has that appeared to be the WildCleveland
50 76 .397 281
/
2
acting
like an expansion club Angel Mangual and Dick Green
cats'
biggest
weakness
last
revamped the Kentucky WildWest
Don't tell Luman Harris that these days. They beat the each drove in two runs. And the
year.
cats.
Bob
W. L Pet. GB the Pittsburgh Pirates are in a Dodgers for
magic arder to tight end
their
eighth A's have Vida Blue going for
Ray is no Pollyanna. But he Tom Crowe is moving from The Paul Brown
82 45 .645 ... klump.
,and Doug Dressler, an Oakland
flourish for the
straight
,victory,
the
longest
continues
to
tackle
tight
end
to
defensive
No. 23 tonight.
does have an overabundance of
65 60 520 16
impresive rookie from Chico Kansas City
Even though the Pirates had winning streak in the club's
confidence in Kentucky's abil- and Dan Neal, the center, was Cincinnati Bengals.
62 64 492 19/
1
2 been blanked three times in the history. Rusty Staub drove in
who won the State, ran 35 yards for another Chicago
ity to turn its football fortunes held out last year. But guard The Bengals,
60 68 469 22/
1
2 last 10 days and lost eight out five runs with a grand slam
Conference Central score. Horst Muhlmann kicked California
American
well
regarded
Tom
Clark
was
around. Thus, while everyone
56 69 448 25 of 11, they pounded the Braves homer and a sacrifice fly and
little last season in field goals of 42 and 16 yards. Minnesota
else picks the Wildcats to finish last year as a sophomore and Division
of Milwaukee
pair
kicked
a
Rogers
52
72 .419 281
Paul
the
/
2 twice Monday night, 4-3 and 15- Boots Day drove in four more.
in
season
third
their
only
last in the Southeastern Confer- tackle Jerry Bentley also played
Monday's Results
4 while collecting a total of 22 Bobby Bonds drove in two By United Press International
national football League, are field goals for the Steelers and
well.
ence for the third time in four
Leading Batten
oneplunged
Detroit
Bradshaw
4
Minnesota
2
hits.
runs with his 24th homer of the
Kentucky feels its best play- looking like a budding power- Terry
years, Ray aims higher.
National League
fumble Oakland 8
after
a
score
a
York
2
yard
for
season.
"Slump!"
exclaimed
Harris,
this
season
and
a
house
double
as
San
linebacker
Ray's hopes rest with his er this fall will be
G. AB R. H. Pct.
the Braves' manager. "What Francisco edged New York.
Cincinnati surged to a 20-lead recovery on the Bengal 15 Only gam schedled
sophomores, three of whom may Joe Federspiel, a 220-pound
Torre,
St.L
129 502 76 179 .357
a
to
played
teams
the
before
'rind of a slump can a club have Jerry Johnson saved the victory
in the first half, scoring four of
be in the starting backfield. The senior from Louisville. The
120 482 76 171 .355
Bckrt, Chi
quarter.
final
Today's
the
Probable
stalemate
in
Pitchers
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team
batting
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it
that
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a
five
first
with
3
2-3
the
innings
of
scoreless
split
also
are
high
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reason? Last year's frosh went Wildcats
Pt
106 421 67 139 .330
anint,
training
New
the
York
in
Elsewhere
(Stottlemyre
12-11)
late
off
a
average
of
.274
and
five
guys
held
then
ball,
relief.
4-1, losing only to Ohio State, end Jim Grant, a senior who
125 511 82 168 .329
Pittsburgh rally to defeat the camps, Tim Anderson, San at Oakland (Blue 22-5), night. hitting over 300?" "What kind Rick Wise pitched a four- Garr, AU
and then by only three points, caught 57 passes the past two
108 412 48 135 .328
choice
draft
Washington (Hroberg 5-3) at of a slump are you in when you hitter to hand Philadelphia the Jones, NY
Steelers 20-13. It was the third Francisco's No. 1
backs
defensive
seasons
and
while the varsity was last in
SnglIn, Pt
114 439 52 143 .326
State,
Ohio
has
signet
from
California
(Wright
11-13),
night.
victory
guy
like
Manny
pre-season
have
a
consecutive
triumph
over San Diego. Tim
the SEC in total offense and in Dave Van Meter and Buzz
Brck, St.L
124 502 99 163 .325
with the Toronto Argonauts of Boston (Lonborg 7-5) at Sanguillen (hitting .326) batting McC,arver's two-run
for the Bengals.
double
Burnam.
scoring.
At1113 394 74 125 .317
Anderson
League.
Kansas
City (Drago 15-7), sixth?"
gave Wise all the help he H. Aaron,
Brown, who built the Cleve- the Canadian
will
Wildcats
feels
the
Ray
Thus look for veteran Bernie
Davis, LA
124 498 64 155 .311
Sanguillen did the Braves in needed.
land Browns into a National was dissatisfied with the Forty night.
Scruggs to lose the quarterback have more speed and offensive
120
490 64 152 .310
St.L
Jack
but
offers,
Minnesota
(Perry
money
13-14)
at
Niners'
the
during the opener when he Les Cain pitched a five-hitter
Football League power in
post to rangy sophomore Mile talent than other recent Kentripled in two runs in the sixth and struck out 13 as Detroit Wilms, Chi 124 478 76 148 .310
White, San Francisco's general Detroit (Niekro 64), night.
1950s and then came out of
Therefore,
he
reatucky
teams.
Fanuzzi of Hashbrouck Heights,
G. AB R. H. Pct. Oliva,
semi-retirement to take control manager, said he believes the Milwaukee (Parsons 10-15) at and scored on a passed ball. Al topped Minnesota. Dick McAuN. J. And look for Fanuzzi to sons, the Wildcats will score
Min
101 405 61 144 .356
Cleveland
(Colbert
night.
have
3-4),
does
in
the
Oliver led the attack
young defensive back signed for
liffe's three-run homer paced
of the Bengals,
be joined by former frosh team- more. But plans now call for
Mrcr, NY
124 453 79 146 .322
less than what the Forty Niners Chicago (Bradley 13-10) at second game with five, hits the Tigers.
problem. He doesn't want
sophomany
as
eight
darting
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mates Doug Koter, of Muse,
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15-8),
night.
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for
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a
too
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coaches
Pa., and Frank LeMaster, from mores and most SEC
Toyer, Min 122 512 79 156 .305
the
and
schedule
five
RBIs.
triple and
The Argonauts continue to
lead in the AL West to 16
pre-season
right there in Lexington, Ky. don't think a team can win with
Wednesday's Games
Pirate manager Danny Mur- games with the victory over Rttnmnd, Bal
build a small Canadian dynasty
fade in the stretch. He'll
Ray bubbles over talking that many.
106 365 67 110 .301
taugh, who was happy to see
with U.S. players Ilke Joe Chicago at Baltimore (night)
13 have another pleasant
about Koter. He sees the 185- Kentucky, which has lost
Rojas, KC
115 414 56 124 .300
Milwaukee
at
NICKLAUS
-aeveland
SETS
(night)
RECORD
Cook,
National
Dame,
the
Pirates
boost
their
when
Greg
Theism=
of
Notre
meets sev- problem
pound tailback as prospectively straight SEC games,
League East lead to five NEW YORK (UPI)-Jack Rchrdt, Chi 17 392 44 117 .298
Greg Barton, formerly of Minnesota at Detroit (night)
starred as a rookie two
the best running back at Ken- en conference foes, including the
Hrton, Det 113 432 61 126 .292
the league-Auburn, ago, returns to action. Coo Detroit, Jim Stillwagon of Ohio Boston at Kansas City (night) games, said: "It's what we Nicklaus, No. 1 among pro golf
cream
of
Buford, Bait
tucky since Rodger Bird, and
money-winners
Washingto
at
California
this
(night)
year,
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were
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with
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a
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last
State
and
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missed
Clem102 378 85 110 .291
that's putting him in pretty L S. U. and Tennessee;
New
York
at
established
Oakland
a
record
for
(night) because we weren't hitting.
tourson of the ACC; Indiana of the shoulder injury and Virgi league's leading rusher from
good company.
National League
This is the of club that has to nament earnings in one year. F. Rbnsn, Bal
Tampa.
and Carter stepped in to take
University
Ohio
Big
Ten;
103 358 63 104 .291
The starting fullback also is
East
Nicklaus has earned 2205,463
hit to win."
place.
Joe Moore, the Chicago
Rims
Home
likely to be new at that posi- Virginia Tech.
so
far
W.
L.
Pct.
in
GB
1971
to
snap
Billy
Oliver, who was hitting .268
out, Kentucky's Now it's up to Cook to Bears' No. 1 draft choice from
National League: Stargell,
tion, although a junior. he's As Ray points
76 54 .585 ... with seven homers and 38 RBIs Casper's three-year-old mark
bit misleading displace Carter and another Missouri, suffered torn li- Pittsburgh
was
a
record
Arvel Carroll, a 207-pounder
Pitt 41; H. Aaron, AU 36; May,
69 57 .548 5 after the first game when he by $295.
After all, the Wild- talented rookie, Ken Anderson gaments in his ankle and will Chicago
Cm
n 34; Johnson, Phil 28;
who played linebacker last sea- last year.
St.
Louis
69
59
.539
6
just
one
hit,
had
been
collected
cats did beat Kansas State (16- of Augustana (Ill.), who's be lost to the team for eight
son.
Williams, Atl 26.
62 63 .496 111
/
2 disturbed about his failure to
weeks. The Bears signed New York
a bata
whale
of
3)
and
put
up
Alciserleas League: Melton,
Cecil Bowens, who has excep56 70 .444 18 hit.
such SEC looked well in pre-season play. veteran running back Jim Philadelphia
WHILIDCK FOR CHANCE
Chi 27; Cash, Dot 26; Smith,
tional speed for a 225-pounder, tle before losing to
yards
Montreal
125
54
71
.432
19
/
1
2
for
passed
Carter
"I'd
been
down,
really
down,
Grabowski, cut by Green Bay
(17-20) and
DETROIT (UPI) - Veteran
was a starting offensive back powers as Ole Miss
West
and one thouchdovrn-a 10- last week, to fill Moore's slot.
the past few weeks," Oliver righthander Dean Chance was 'Bos 25; Jackson, Oak 23;
Petrocelli, Bos, Horton, Dot and
Last season but has been moved L.S.U. (7-14).
W. L. Pct. GB said. "I was having trouble
there's something
placed on the 21-day disabled Murcer, NY 22
to the secondary where he will Flirther,
San
Francisco
75
54
.581
...
keeping
my
confidence
up
and
John Ray's optimism
Runs Batted In
be joined by two other new de- about
Los Angeles
67 61 .523 7/
1
2 my temper down. The team list by the Detroit Tigers
infectious, that enables
National League: Stargell,
fensive faces-Lee Clymer and that is
67 65 .506 9/
Atlanta
1
2 had been waiting for me and I Monday and was replaced with
Wildcats to pull off a surthe
Darryl Bishop.
63 65 .492 111
Houston
/
2 felt I had been letting the team relief pitcher Jack Whillock, Pitt 109; Torre, St.L 106; H.
then. The other
purchased from the Montgome- Aaron, AU 94; Montanez, Phil
Clymer, a transfer from Wake prise now and
Cincinnati
63
67
.465
121
/
2 down."
SEC teams well remember Kenry
Farm Club of the Southern 83; Williams, Chi 79.
Forest, led the Wildcats in tucky's 10-9 upset of Ole Miss
47
82
.364
28
San Diego
He added: "It was the .'best League.
American League: Killebrew,
rushing last fall, although In 1969 and know that with Ray
Monday's Results
in
night I've ever had
By DAVID MOFFTT
ing field where the Rebels will
Minn 87; F. Robinson, Bait and
missing part of the season after around to charge them up, the
Chicago
6
Cincinnati
3
baseball."
Oliver
professional
UPI Sports Writer
be without the services of the
Bando, Oak 77; Petrocelli, Bos
being suspended from school. Wildcats are capable of similar ATLANTA (UPI)-This will incomparable Archie Manning San Francisco 5 New York 4
singled in the first, tripled in a
and Murcer, NY 76.
Bishop, a strapping 210-pounder, feats in 1971.
Pittsburgh 4 Atlanta 3 (1st)
third inning run and scored PISTONS SIGN TWO
be a year of the new look for and 14 other 1970 starters.
Pitching
missed all of last season because 'There's only one way to ap- Ole Miss football.
himself, hit a two-run homer in DETROIT (UPI) - Guard
Kinard, who played under Pittsburgh 15 Atlanta 4 (2nd)
National
League; Jenkins,
of academic troubles.
Philadelphia
the fourth, singled and scored Jimmy Walker signed a two3 San Diego 1
proach this business of coaching Johnny Vaught, dean of Vaught in the early '508, was,
Kentucky has only 25 letterin the sixth, flied out in the year contract and forward Bob Chi 20-9; Ellis, Pitt 17-7;
college football," says Ray. the Southeastern Conference left with only three offensive Montreal 12 Los Angeles 6
men Beek Wthou0, of those
St. Louis 3 Houston 2
seventh and di.% hit another Quick a one-year pact Monday Carlton, St.L 16-7; Pappas, Chi
start s and foni defensi
coaches, has given way, after. starters
1S-11; Gullett, an 14-5; Downwere starters tair-year. The "You've got to believe that you 24 seasons, to 37-year-old Billy
two-run homer iii the ninth.
with the Detroit Pistons of the
from
team that lost
two biggest losses were all-con- have a chance to win every Kinard because of a
ing,
LA and Seaver, NY 14-8;
Pitchers
Probable
Today's
heart con- its last three games in a 7-4
more imIn the other jnational League National Basketball Associa- Stoneman, Mont 14-10.
ference defensive tackle Dave game you play and,
portant, you've got to get your dition.
season that included a Gator Cincinnati (Grimsley 2-5) at games, Chicago downed Cincin- tion. Both contracts call for
American League: Blue, Oak
Miller and defensive end-puntChicago (Jenkins 20-9).
But an even more dramatic Bowl loss to Auburn.
players believing it too."
nati 6-3, St. Louis nipped raises when and if President 22-5; Lolich, Dot zo 9; Wood,
Dave Hardt.
(Marichal
12-9)
Francisco
change is expected on the play- He plans to start four sopho- San
Houston 3-2, Montreal routed Nixon lifts the freeze on wages Chi 17-9; Palmer; Balt 16-6;
mores on offense-a move that at,New York (Sadecki 3-4), Los Angeles 12-6, San Francisco and prices.
Hunter, Oak 16-10.
would have been heresy under night.
edged New York 5-4 and
(Kirby
11-10)
at
Diego
San
Vaught; will have wide receivPhiladelphia nipped San Diego
era who didn't play at all last Philadelphia (Lersch 4-11), 9-1. In the only American
season; and has switched a line- night.
League action, Detroit edged
man over from the defneisve Pittsburgh (Johnson 8-8) at Minnesota 4-2 and Oakland beat
Atlanta (McQueen 3-1), night.
unit.
New York 8-2.
Dinky Bowen, a 220-pound Si. Louis (Cleveland 10-10) at Bob Gibson, boosting his
By GENE W. HINTZ
record to 12-11, pitched a sevenfor defensive end Alden Roche seems to be making a strong end, is the only sophomore Houston (Forsch 7-Si, night.
GREEN BAY, Wis. (UPI) scheduled to start on defense. LOS Angeles Downing 14-8) hitter and singled in the
and Moore was sent to New comeback this year
MWALIn,
Dan Devine doesn't see an
England for linebacker John The rest of the defense is But one of the tackles will be at Montreal Stoneman 14-10), winning run in the eighth inning
instant championships for hit
night.
former fullback Luther Webb
to give St Louis the victory
Bramlett.
manned by veterans.
Green Bay Packers.
In trading away Horn, Devine Devine is hoping the addition and one of the defensive backs end of spring drills had former over Houston. Gibson struck out
The former University of gambled
that Bart Starr would of Brockington will help make will be former split end Dwayne third - string tight end John his first three times up before
Missouri coach, who stepped have
at least one more good Donny Anderson, who reached Franks.
Wohlgemuth and former second winning his own game. He has
into one of the toughest jobs in year.
But Starr, on the first star e*US last year, an even The key sophomore on offense string defensive tackle Larry now won six of his last eight.
football last January, will be
weekend of practice, had paid better Twiner. There is depth at has to be quarterback Norris Northam at offensive tackles; Juan Pizarro, racking up his
trying to prove it's not in his
throwing arm and he's the running back spot with Weese, a 195-pounder from sophomore Art Bressler and for- fifth victory, pitched a fiveWest Kentucky's Largest Trophy Manufacturer
impossible to move directly apparently
Chalmette, La. That position is rner second string tackle John hitter and Ron Santo drove in
out for the season Dave
Hampton, Perry Wil- c
from the colleges to the pros after
crucial anytime, but Weese has Gregory at guards; and sopho- three runs to hand Chicago the
two operations.
126 S. 6th Street - On The Square
liams, Elijah Pitts and Larry
and enjoy the same results.
the added burden of trying to more Dave Parham at center victory over Cincinnati. Pizarro
Mayfield, Ky. Phone 247-3981
He'll be doing it in a town That left the vital quarter- Krause also available.
fill the shoes of Manning, the On defense, Bowen. the soph- hadn't beaten the Reds in 11
All-pro Gale-Gillingham anthat has known more success ck spot in the hands of Zeke
New Orleans Saints rookie who omore, and 230-pound senior years.
than any other in the National 1: ratowski, who has been a chors the offensive line with the gained a Southeastern Confer•
Preston Carpenter are slated to
only possible change from last
Football League.
1161 di and not a player the last
ence-record 5,576 yards during be the ends; returning starter
"I'd be a liar or a poor coach wo years and who will be 40 year's team the addition of Cal his three years at Ole Miss.
-fullback
if I said we weren't going to just one month into the regular Withrow at center. Withrow has But Kinard feels Weese, who Elmer Allen and ex
senior
and
Webb
tackles;
the
the
early
started
win," Devine said. But, at the season.
exhibition was held out last season, is the
midat
returns
Paul
Dongieux
Arne time, he admits that he Rookie Scott Hunter of games in place of Ken best man he has for that 'job.
die guard.
iust pight not have the Alabama appears to have the Bowman, who is troubled with Better even than senior Brent
lemr
da
ino
Lvies
neb
Jthen third te
.alented players to bring the edge for the second string berth a knee problem.
Chumbler who took over at
uapckfrom
Packers back to the top of the and also in the running is
quarter6ack last fall when Man- and the entire defensive secNFL
SMITH RETAINS LEAD
Frank Patrick.
ning broke his left arm.
new with three
"We were last in our division Patrick played quarterback
NEW YORK (UPI)-Stan The one place Ole Miss is set- °ndarY will be
moving up and
reserves
startback.
running
in points scored a year ago," his sophomore and junior years Smith of Pasadena, Calif., tled is at
rushed Dwayne Franks over from the
Devine said. "And we were last at Nebraska, was drafted by retained his lead for the fourth era Randy Reed (who
offense.
In points given up in our Green By as an end and straight week in the 8250,000 for 668 yards last season) and
of all these
division. It's my aim to switched back to quarterback Pepsi Grand Prix of tennis. Bob Knight (476) return. Kinard In the midst
one break
has
changes,
Kinard
improve those statistics."
his rookie season when a Stnith, with 127 points, holds an has both at tailback becapse of l
osil..
he succeeds Vaught who had
only
lbe problem lies in getting players' strike left training eight-point edge over second- the presence of 212-pound sopholosing season 1 4-5-1
r194097
veteran
the
place Die Nastase of Romania. more fullback Gene Allen, an
more out of
camp with no signal callers.
heIn
845_5y8..ela2rsrec
a12
was
personnel currently available Two other rookies are chalexceptional blocker who gained
thosecompiling
and finding some talent among lenging for starting berths.
142 Yards on 19 carries in the ord and 18 bowl trips. That is
the rookies. For, there have
Rebels' final spring game.
the Rebels' 1971 schedule.
been few trades as Devine goes John Brockington, the slashAnd Kinard got a bonus in reinto his first season.
ing runner from Ohio State and
ceivers Riley Myers and Leon
"I've pretty much elected to Green Bay's No. 1 draft choice,
Felts. Both were standouts in
go with the guys we've got and has been extremely impressive.
1969, but did not play in 1970
do the weeding out -if it's And third round pick Charlie
and are thus playing their sennecessary-after I've been Hall of Penn State is challengior seasons a year, later than
Jig Al Matthews for the
with them a year," he said.
expected.
"If we do need to weed, I'll cornerback spot vacated by
Myers caught 45 passes two
Jeter.
know it after a year."
years ago, only one less than
Several veterans from last Second year man Jim Carver
NO AG/ LIMIT
1970 leader Floyd Franks. Felts,
year's team-including one Is pushing Ray Nitschke at the
reported recovered from a knee
time starters Bob Jeter, Rich center linebacker spot and the
operation, was a 1968-69 tailback
Additional Subjects $3. 95
Moore, and Kevin Hardy and 34-year-old Nitschke has been
who played split end in the
Groups $1.49 per person
young quarterback Don Horn- hampered in the early camp by
COURT-MARTIAL by,a jury 1970 Sugar Bowl victory over
a leg injury.
have been shipped out.
of
five colonels and 'two Arkansas.
Reach
Jeter was traded to the
Tight end Jim Poole, a 6-footgenerals
is underway at Ft.
for
Chicago Bears after disagreeing Carter broke into the starting
Meade, Md., for Col. Oran 5, 222-pound senior whom Ole
with Devine on what his off- lineup a year ago after Dave
K. Henderson (above). He Miss rates as its top candidate
should
season physical condition
Robinson was lost for the is the highest ranking of- for all-star honors, is the only
be. Hardy was traded to San season because of a pulled ficer still charged
with re- returning starter in the offenDiego for a No. 1 draft choice Achilles tendon. Robinson had sponsibility in the
My Lai sive line.
INVINCIBLE DELUXE
In 1972. Horn went to Denver surgery after the injury and massacre
Kinard's depth chart at the
in South Vietnam.

Cincinnati Holds Off
Steeler Rally For Win
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Billy Kinard Takes
Over At Ole Miss

nine Doesn't See Any Instant
Championships For The Packers
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Middle School PTA
Board Makes Plans
For Refreshments

Mrs. J. B. Burkwoon . • •

abase 763-1811

713.41111

"ftor.4't• Void

The Murray Middle School
.1
PTA Executive Board met
Thursday, August 19, at 3:30 p.m.
in the faculty lounge of the
school. The purpose of this
meeting was to finalize plans for
serving refreshments to students
during their mid -afternoon
break.
The PTA will sponsor this
service beginning Monday,
August 30, and will continue
throughout the double session
schedule. These refreshments
By Abigail Van Buren
will be served in the Austin
Important items to consider in freezer operating at peak ef- cafeteria for the 5th and 6th
DEAR ABBY: My story which my wife and I have
not
these:
Do
include
ftciancy
ceepuig your refrigerator or
grades, and in the hall on the
Miss Becky Tarry
agreed never to mention, might help others:
overload the appliance, do not ground floor of the main building
"Torchy" [fictitious name] was the most attractive
block a shelf, do not cover a shelf for the 7th and 8th grades from
young gal in our office, and all the men, including myself,
with foil or place large or long 2:50 until 3:05 p.m.
shared her "favors" with which she was very generous. [I
boxes or bags in the appliamce,& These refreshments will
was a swinging young bachelor in those days.]
er dishes to prevent mixing of probably consist of lemonadeNext thing l'orchy informed us that one of us had
Miss Becky Tarry was honored year and studied for her Master's food odors.-Maxine Griffin, five cents and moon pie or
impregnated her! Now who would want to marry such a
with a reception at the fellowship degree in clinical psychology at Clinton, Ky. 653-2231
cookies (2) five cents.
situation? Her attempts to pin the deed on each one of us mall of the First Baptist Church Murray State. She was named to
The PTA needs volunteers to
terminated her charms overnight. Torchy played it cool and
CONSUMEER
following
Who
in
American
Who's
Colleges
Pn Sunday, August 8,
work in teams of two at each
TOM EMBERTON, Republican candidate for Governor, Is
continued to work,'growing bigger right before our guilty the evening services at the and Universities and served as a
refreshment center during these
eyes. My conscience got the better of me and I married the church.
summer missionary to Jamaica. CONSUMER RIGHTS AND breaks. Parents who would be pictured at a tea held by the local Republicans at the Murray
Woman's Club House on Friday, August 13, to eve Emberton an
Office Problem.
The honoree who served as The reception for Miss Tarry RESPONSIBILITIES—We
the baby was born and he is the cutest kid you've ever director of youth of the First was sponsored by the Woman's Have the right to expect the willing to assist in helping with opportunity to meet the citizens of the community.
this service to their children
seen. Furthermore, be is the living image of ME!
Baptist Church has been em- Missionary Society of the church. textile manufacturers to (I) test Please contact Mrs. Bruce
Now, the most important part. Torchy straightened ployed as a teacher for the Receiving the guests with the their products,(2) conduct wear
!tomes at 753-9442.
herself out and became the kind of wife and mother every Henrietta School, Hong Kong, by honoree were her parents, her trails, and (3) to provide inOfficers and committee
man hopes for. We have moved to another city, leaving our the Southern Baptist Foreign grandmother,the WMU director, formative hangtags. ()Our
%airman attending this meeting
pasts behind us. And now every time I look at that beautiful Mission Board, Richmond, Va. Mrs. Neil Brown, Mrs. 0.C. responsibilities are to: (1) read
Wayne Williams,
were:
kid I think of how close I came to walking out on my
Miss Tarry will be teaching Wells, and Mrs. Edgar Shirley. the labels before buying, (2) president; Mrs. Lewis Hudspeth.
responsibility as well as handing my own son over to high school English in the school Refreshments of punch, follow care recommendations 1st vice-president; Mrs. Eli Mrs. Isaac L. Clanton, 705 Vine Spring Park at Steele, Mo., and
DUPLICATE IN UTAH in Hong Kong. This summer she xornemade cookies, and nuts and 13) write the manufacturers Alexander, 2nd vice-president; Street, Murray, has returned the Hillbilly Village there.
someone else. Sign me,
home after being the guest of her
was one of seventy-four young were served from the beautifully about faulty performance- Mrs. Bill Harrell, secretary;
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Usrey„
DEAR DUPLICATE: You were one of the luckier ones.
daughter, Mrs. Charles C. Miller,
who took an intensive ippointed table overlaid with a Catherine C. Thompson, Hick. Mrs. W.B. McCuiston, treasurer;
adults
Miss Janet limey, Billy Usrey,
Miller,
and
son,
Steve,
of
The moral of your story is, "Never fish off the company
M.R.
seven-week course at Meredith white cloth and centered with an man, Ky. 42050 236-2351
and David Norsworthy spent the
Mrs. James Frank, publicity; Chattanooga, Tenn.
dock."
College, Raleigh, N.C., preparing irrangement of assorted roses
weekend in Louisville where they
Mrs. Bruce Thomas, break
To handle curved soft fashion service; and Mrs. Charles Tutt
them for their two years of work md white chrysanthemums.
attended
the Kentucky State
DEAR ABBY: Last week my eldest son [whom I shall oversaes
career Ars. Gilbert Mathis and Miss details, a Tailore Hem is Food Service Director for the city Paul Butterworth, Jr., of Fair.
with
Murray Route One recently
call "Jimmy"] had his seventh birthday and I had a little missionaries.
;ale Lyons presided at the table required. Almost all of the seams system.
Other committee vacationed in Fort Lauderdale
party for him. My mother-in-law came with a present for
The honored person, daughter The committee in charge of the in the bodice of a garment are chairman, are:
Mrs. Bobby and Miami, Fla. Enroute home Mrs. Cecil Outland of Murray
Jimmy, and another one exactly like it for his younger of Mr. and Mrs. M.T. Tarry and arrangements was composed ol slightly _gave& Skirt seams
Horning, Membership: and Mrs. he visited in Chattanooga, in the has been dismissed from the
brother, Billy, who is five. Needless to say, the birthday granddaughter of Mrs. Melas Ars. I.H. Key, chairman, Mrs have some curve from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Baron West and Mrs. Chester
some of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
boy's nose was a little out of joint.
Linn, all of Murray, received her Ronald Churchill, and Mrs waistline to the hip bone. All of Thomas, hospitality.
C.
Miller
and
son,
Steve.
Now I am not saying that my mother-in-law was out of B.A. degree at Murray State Gilbert Mathis, now serving a: these seams should be pressed
The first meeting of parents for
line to have brought a gift for Billy, too, but I don't think a University in January of this
ector of youth.
over a ham. The ham can be the Murray Middle School will be
brothers
or
be
shared
with
child's birthday should have to
cover d with cotton fabric on one Thursday, September 16 at 7:30 Mr. and Mrs. Harty Culpepper
misters. It is HIS day, and the others will have their day
Conspicuously
side and wool on the other. In- p.m. in the school auditorium. and Mr. and Mrs. James Lamb
absent
when their birthday comes.
recently vacationed in the Great from the fall and winter
structions for making a Tailor's
Am I wrong to feel this way? Or is my mother-in-law?
Smoky Mountains and points in fur collections are furs
Rem is available by writing our
from animals on the endanBETWIXT
Nashville, Tennn.
office -Dean Roper, Courthouse,
gered
species list. Most furMiss Teresa Joseph who was was suspended above the table Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone: 247DEAR BETWIXT: I think it's a rather thoughtful
Mr.and Mrs. James Iamb, Mr. riers, who are more than a
with
2334
four
16,
white
August
Monday,
on
streamers
married
exgesture to bring the other child a little something, but your
and Mrs. Reldon Norsworthy, little sensitive to the matto Rev. Steve Cavitt, was the tending from the bell to the four
mother4n-law went overboard in bringing the younger boy a
and
sprouts
Mrs. Overly Housden, and Mrs. ter of conservation, are
brussel
Soak fresh
honoree at three lovely events corners -of the table.
supporting programs balgift identical to the birthday boy's.
(2
water
Harold Chrysler were in Dewey, ancing
Games were played and the broccoli in cold
prior to her wedding.
the use of natural
Ware
Brooks
Joe
Mrs.
Dr.
and
quarter
Oklahoma,last week to visit their
A bridal shower was given by prize winners presented their tablespoons salt for each
with
wildlife
of Morpnfield announce the brother, Elvon Thurman who is resources
DEAR ABBY: A Pennsylvania minister asked you to
to
minutes
60
to
30
Mrs.Cecile Dunn, Mrs. Margaret gifts to the honoree who opened of water)
marriage of their daughter, ill. Enroute they toured Big management.
-Patricia
spread the word about how difficult it is to get those tiny
insects.
remove any
Rose, Mrs. Euple Cavitt, and her many gifts.
multi-colored tissue paper hearts off trees and church
gee, Courthouse, Benton, Jennifer, to Dr. Leo Charles
Mrs. Christine Cavitt at the Oalt The guests were invited to the
Ward in,son of Dr. Leo Charles
property. [They're used to throw at married couples after
5274601
42025
g.
rffreshment
table
overlaid with a
Grove rtimberlabd Presbyterftrr
Ward, 0., of -- Murfreesboro,
weddings.) He suggested going back to throwing RICE!
lace cloth and decorated in a
Church on Saturday, July 31.
Tenn.
Ever try getting rice and confetti off carpeting half an
The honoree, her mother, Mrs yellow and mintgreen color
The ceremony was performed
hour before a funeral!
Willie Wade Joseph, and hei scheme. The yellow punch was it'OU AND YOUR FAMILY'S by Rev. Fred Morton in the
Phone 753-1,711
Our pastor here in Indian Orchard, Mass., has a better
and
you
INSURANCE-If
served
from a cut glass punch LIFE
mother-in-law to be, Mrs. John B
Campus I
United
the
*
of
PRESCRIPTIONS
A SPECIALTY *
chapel
solution. He informs the bridal couple that there is a $25
Cavitt, were presented witt bowl along with white cake your husband are like many other Ministry on Saturray, August 14,
It Can't Re Rad
We Rave It— We Will Get It
"cleaning service charge" for cleaning up after the wedding.
corsages of white carnations by squares decorated with yellow on couples, you will probably find in the presence of the immediate
This must be paid BEFORE the wedding, and if there is no
particular
three
are
mint
there
green
with white wedding that
the hostesses.
families.
litter [confetti, rice, or anything else thrown at the bridal
Games were played and the bells. Mints and nuts were also times during yourlife when Mrs. Ward attended the
couple] inside or outside the church, the service charge is
circumstances combine to make
honoree opened her many lovely rved.
Kentucky,
of
University
refunded.
Miss Debbie Crick kept the you think about a shift in
gifts.
Lexington, and is a graduate of
you
When
(1)
gears.
We haven't seen any litter from weddings since.
Refreshments of punch egister and approximately sixty economic
University. Her
with the Murray State
NEW ENGLANDER
miniature cakes squares, nuts 'rsons were present or sent are confronted
Chi Omega. She
sorority
is
social
seemingly endless demands on
and mints were served from the ifts.
taught art in the McCracken
DEAR NEW ENGLANDER: Smart pastor you have
homemakers.
new
the purses of
beautifully appointed table
County School System last year.
there.
This is to advise that City of Murray Taxes
Crystal appointments were used
(2) When you become parents Dr. Ward received his B. S.
with the responsibility of raising degrees from the University of
A color scheme of yellow was
DEAR ABBY: Apropos "litter" after weddings: I've
for 1970 are delinquent and the unpaid list
and educating your children. Alabama in Tuscaloosa. He is
used.
attended several weddings where wild bird seed was passed
Approximately fifty persons
3) The middle years, when you presently assistant professor of
will be published on or about Sept. 15, 1971.
among the guests to throw at the bride and groom
were present or sent gifts.
look ahead to enjoyable phychology at Murray State
It solved everyone's problem; nothing to clean up
24
which
Tuesday,
August
In
years.
retirement
--- After publishing, the list will be given to an
University.
afterwards, no waste, and a gay spirit prevailed.
Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tau section do you fit-is your inThe home of Miss Gale Broach
through
trip
wedding
After
a
WILLIAMSTOWN
attorney for collection.
was the scene of a personal Phi lambda will meet at the surance adequate at this time?- the Southeast, the couple will be
shower held on Tuesday, August home of Mrs. Melody Swift, 2071-2 -Barletta Wrather,89 Maple St., residing at 1517 Glendale Road,
DEAR WILLIAM.STOWN: One might say such weddings
This Notice does not apply to the current
Murray, Ky. 42071 753-1452
3, at seven-thirty o'clock in the Irvan, at seven p.m.
are•'for the birds."
Murray.
evening. Miss Joseph chose to
1971 taxes that are now payable at the office
What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get it off
wear a purple hot pants suit with The Murray Quota Club IS
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 071e, Los Angeles. Cal.
gold trim. She was presented scheduled to meet at the
of the City Clerk, City Hall BLDG
101110. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
with a corsage from trt Southside Restaruant at twelve
envelope.
hostesses, Miss Broach,,Miss noon.
Debbie Crick, and MisS Evie
the organist and vocal selections
Resig, will be presented by Mrs. Davic
Erwin.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely WedoSag."
The 1971 yearbooks for Miss Theresa M.
Games were played with the Calloway County High School daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John V. Berry.
9t1111 Si to Abby. Box WM. Las Angeles. Cal. ISM.
'recipients of the prizes being may be picked up at the school Resig, has completed plans for
Miss Vickie Bailey and Miss from eight a.m. to three p.m her wedding to Edwin A. Logan, All friends and relatives of the
ofTrank- s'ouple are invited to attend.
Marsha Ernstberger.
through Friday, August 27. son of Mrs. C. M. Logan
late Mr. Logan.
The honoree opened her many
the
and
Pre -wedding parties have
fort
Dennis
Piontek,
Mr. and Mrs.
included:
eusses
lovely gifts and refreshments A balance of three dollars is due The wedding will take place on h(Th
nvi
in;
2601 Lindsay Avenue, Louisville,
on
each
of
the
yearbooks
were served.
Saturday, August 28, at twelve
Mrs. Michael Hart and Mrs.
announce the brith of a baby
were Gale
Those present
'clock noon at St. Leo's Catholic Thomas reis of Lexington were
daughter, Leigh Ann, weighing
for a Spinister's DinWecInCsday, August 25 • diurch in Murray.
The Women's Society of six pounds ten ounces, born on Broach, Evie Erwin, Debbie
. Charles Weaver and
The bride-elect has choken
T:hristian Service of the Coles Saturday. August 14, in Crick, Marsha Ernstberger,
Becky Burchett, Vickie Bailey, The executive board of the Miss Lynn Marsh of Louisville'ar iss Pat Weaver of Lexington
:amp Ground United Methodist Louisville.
Pam
White, Ginny Locke, Kirksey School PTA will meet at her maid of honor. Bridesmaids were hostesses for a kitchen
liurch held its regular monthly
father
is
a
dental
The
new
the the home of Mrs. Rudy Lovett will be Miss Pat Weaver, Mrs. shower; Mrs. Charles Baer, Miss
Margie
Barnett, and
August
Wednesday,
fleeting on
student at the University of honoree. Unable to attend but Penny-Airport Road, at one p.m David Line, Mrs. Michael Hart, Susan Martin and Miss Charlotte
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
sending
gifts were Wendy
Miss Charlotte Tingle all of tingle of Lexington were
ivening at the home of Mrs. Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Piontek formerly Willians, Sabrina Tucker, Ginger
Lexington; Mrs. Charles Baer of lostesses for a personal shower;
ilaurice Crouse. •
Wilmore, Miss Susan Martin of Mr. and Mrs. David Line of
"Home Missions" was the topic resided in Murray where she was Colson, Maurita Rickman,
dental hygienist in Krista Erwin, Cindy Compton,
Clarksburg, West Virginia, and Lexington hosted a dinner party;
of the program presented by Mrs. employed as a
Mrs. Steve Andrus of Murray.
Mrs. Steve Andrus and Mrs
iomeer Fred Williams and Mrs the officers of Dr. A.H. Titsworth and Cilia Compton.
and
he
Winners
in
Woodfbi
Hutson,
the
Dr.
and
regular
ladies'
closing
The
Letterman.
Mr. Logan's best man will be )avid McKee were hostesses for
itandley
In the beautiful Seabreeze section of Daytona
State
day golf on Wednesday, August Mel Hubbard of Chillicothe, Ohio. i household shower; Mrs. Billy
Murray
wayer was led by Mrs. 011ie attended
Beach Florida's year-reund resort
18, at the Calloway Country Club Groomsmen will be Thomas F. Logan, Mrs. Grover James,
University.
Jerry
Mrs.
James
Tucker,
Mrs.
iale.
size heated - swimming pool, oceanside
Beane, and Mrs. Jim Hays were were: Medalist - Sue Morris, and Brawner of Frankfort; Jerry and Mrs. Edward Fitts were
Refreshments were served by
• patio
Low
putts
shower
Norma
bridal
Frank.
Willis
hostesses
for
a
Green;
Bowling
of
•
faffird
hi-mime:non for a tea shower; Mrs.
Oceanfront, On the "World's Most FatrollS
the hostess during the socia:
Knits are continuing im• held at the fellowship hall of the Championship Flight: (tie I
comagin of London; Guy Orm- Wayne Cook and Mrs. Terry Lax
hour.
•
Mike
Be
Airac
-coh"
nditioned. heated. Telephones
Combs,
Championship
Mery
Flight: Winner' sby of Paris;
were hostesses for a Coke party.
portant. Look for the jac- !Grimy United Methodist Church
Members present were Mrit
• Beautiful rooms, apartments. efficiencies
of
all
Line,
(tie)
Frances
David
Hulse,
quard
pattern
knits,
nubby
6.
Betty
August
J(
Friday,
and
on
Goldie,
Griffith.
• New color TV
A luncheon for the bridesmaids
011ie Hale, Mrs. James
The honoree chose to wear Purdom and Eleanqr Duiguid Lexington.
• New game room
and out-of-town guests will be
Mrs. Homer Fred Willllinas, Mrs. and cabled knits, the thin
blouse-weight
jerseys,
fur
Consolation
(
tie)
Jerlene
attractive
•
Reduced greens fees to guests at 3 golf
Sullivar Ushers will be Tom and Joe given Friday. The hostesses will
from her trousseau an
Charlie Lassiter, Ws. Marvin
blend and angora knits,
courses
and Veneta Sexton.
Resig, brothers of the bride-elect. be Mrs. Al Koertner, Mrs. Bill
Scott, Mrs. Fred Lovett, Mrs. printed knits. . . and cash- yellow and navy peasant style
•
Jai alai. dog rating, auto racing, superb
First Flight: Winners the , The ring bearer will be Philip Nall, Mrs.Lela Shackleford,
Mrs.
fishing
Standley Letterman, Mrs mere. There will be lots of dress. She was presented with a
Judy
Latimer
and
yellow
and
white
Margaret
bride-elect.
corsage of
Leonard Vaughn, and Mrs.
Resig, brother of the
Austelle Crouse, and Mrs plaids,
tweeds
and
DIRECTLY on the ATLANTIC OCEAN
Shuffett, Consolation Lou Doran
be Cluny Alfred Young.
Flowergirls will
Maurice Crouse. Visitors were stripes. .. more metallics carnations with navy ribbons.
Second
Flight:
mother
Winners
Pennsylvania.
Joseph,
(tie
Willie
W.
Altoona,
Mrs.
of
Resig
The rehearsal dinner will be
Write %dry for free brochure and rates,
Miss Gwenith Crouse and Mist -woven, knitted and
and Mrs. John B. Betty Stewart and Ruth Wilson oousin of the bride-elect, and held Friday evenittg.. liog
d will De
Kathy Scott.
printed . . . more fake and of the honoree,
Consolation
Peggy
Billington.
Jolen VanHorne of Frankfort.
given by Mrs. C. M.
an.
real furs. Colors: muted Cavitt, mother of the groom- •
Miss Ann Gr1ffli and Mrs.
mauve, lilac, all the rusty elect, were also presented cor- Third Flight: Winner Euva Father Thomas Murphy of
When beating as you cook,
Nelle Mitchell, Consolation Annie Owensboro will perform the Maurice
NORTH ATLANTIC AVENUE 32011 Dept.
shades, heather blues and sages of white carnations.
Humphrey will be
place the bowl on a dampened
with Knight.
by Rev hostesses for a bridesmaids
overlaid
assisted
was
table
The
gift
ceremony
greens,
soft
but
clear
red
not
then
will
Bowl
Phone
dish towel.
and orange, brown and a white linen cloth with wedding Betty Lowry was hostess for George VanHorne of Frankfort breakfast before the wedding on 904 2S3 set
slip. Also, noise is reduced.
be
Farrell
will
A weddinv bell the day.
black.
Richard
bell design.
Mrs.
Saturday

The office flirt
made a good wife

Miss Becky Tarry Honored At Reception
By WMU Of The First Baptist Church

Aat.,4\

Animals win?

Miss Teresa Joseph, August Bride-elect,
Honored At Several Prenuptial Events

PAGE FIN

Jennifer Ware And
Dr. Ward III Are
Wed On August 14
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printed every weel
be given a clue she
taken, together io
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number.
You must corre
THREE (3) verset
36 Bibles that will
THIS WEEK, AN
weeks program, m
week's page is 81
previous or forth(
When submittin
verses, you must e
sentence beginnir
BIBLE HELPS 141

•

•

THE THOUGHT
A DETERMING
TO EACH PART

ENTE

Name ---Address---

Mail To:
Bible Corwin
Box 32 Mum

"The Lord is thy ke4
Lord Is thy shed*
right hind."
Found between Psalm
123
•ait

Da-rnatt/i
Sales & S

WALLIS DWG

NOTICE

tiinway '

753-3734 or 75

DEBRA CHE
Rte 3 Box
Murray Kenti

There os no ape
language, where thee
nol iward "
F dund between PS11111
19

SOUTH S
RESTAUR

Fresh Catfish, C
Steaks, Country H
Seating 100 G
Also Small P
Southside Shoppi

MARGIE WAS
Rte 5 Box 1
Murray Kentu

Wedding Plans Are Completed By Miss
Theresa Resig For Saturday Ceremony

—City of Murray

Crouse Home Scene
Of Women's Society
Meet On Wednesday

FBIRTHSJ

"‘nd the urea tne•
k ngdOen under I
Pa a'
-n. shall be rje
Pt owe at the mdst •
Fund between Ch.

'U Amencai

CAIN & TI

You're Invited to thv

806 Coldwater I
753-6448

Calloway Medalist
Is Mrs. Sue Morris

Knits are in

KAREN HA
Rte 5
Murray Kertit

"

And 'hey

Ma,WC.

a nd /vie
1, 'At en ,uke

11(15,,,Pf

PECK'
Upholstery

570 S 9th
753 7494

tomplete I
Select or

. BEACH MOTEL
%Rae

GOLDIE ED1A
Rte 1
Hazel Kenti.

1971
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HOLY BIBLES GIVEN AWAY

I

....

Anyone Can

On this page 36 different verses from the Holy Bible will be
printed every week for 26 weeks. Underneath each verse will
be given a clue showing the book of the Bible from which it is
taken, together with a line showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS hole to locate the exact CHAPTER and Verse
number.
You must correctly identify the exact location of ONLY
THREE (3) verses an this page to participate in the Beard of
36 Bibles that will Bt Riven away each week. You may enter
THIS WEEK, ANY week or EVERY week during the 26
weeks program, until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page is separate and apart, and not related to a
previous or forthcoming week.
When submitting on this page the THREE (3) identified
verses, you must enclose a statement of 25 words or less, in a
sentence beginning with these six words: READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE

• is
ray
an

'He trial walketh uprightly
walketh surely 'Found 'etween Proverbs• and
12

Winners: You may receive

in person at the business whose
advertisement carries your name

Holy Bible
co,:evAsc,

ENTER NOW!

Contestants may win only 1 Bible with each
published contest. Each page is considered a
separate contest.

Mail To:
Bible Committee Ledger & Times
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071
"The Lord us thy keeper the
Lord us thy shade u?On thy
right hand "
Found between Psalms 121 and
123

TS
fl-

a

itre

"So we fasted and besought Our
God tor this, and he was in
treated Of US"
Found between Ezra 7 And 9

"Yet if any man suffer as a
Christian, let him be not asha
Between I Peter 3 and 5

•

"He that overcome% Shall
,nheril all things, and I will be
his God, and he Shall be my
son "
Found between Revelation 19
arail

be ve doers of the word, and
n.°' hearer's only, decetving
YotUr Own Selves"
Found between James 1 and 2

"Folly is set in great dignity,
and the rich sil in low place."
Found between Ecclesiastes 9
and 11

5 el,a 7

tyyypri aadratt

KUT 'N KURL
BEAUTY SHOP
Highway 6418
Central Shopping Center
Mon—Sirloin Steak
Tues—Ribeye Steak
Wed—Fried Chicken
Thurs—Club Steak
Fri—Sat—Sun
T-Boine Steak

"Styling With Flair"
Dot Dunn, Owner
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753-1682

MRS OLIS BEACH
Rte 2 Box 125
Murray Kentucky

C.L. CHRISTENBERY
Rte 1 BOx 226
Murray Kentucky

"Chris ih4tf, redeemed us from
the curse of the law.,."
Found between Philippians 1
and 2

•

"But My God snail supply all
your need according to his
riches in glory by Christ
Jesus."
Found between Colossians 2
and 4.

Kelley's
Termite
and
Pest
Control

JOHNSON'S
GROCERY
S. 12th Street
••Fine Food For
Fine Folks."

100 South 13th Street
"Every Day Thu Delay Lets
Bugs Have Their Way",
DEBBIE HOOKS
Rte 1 Box 560
Murray Kentucky

11

,er

rtIC

F (told bt

WW1

Entries must specify the name of the firm
sponsoring each of the three verses submitted.

Name Address

irra
tht

Entries for this week's awards must be
postmarked not later than FRIDAY midnight,
following the date on this particular contest.
Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071.
The name of each winner will be printed below
one of the advertisements appearing on this
page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the firm under which the name appears. The Judges' decisions are final.

THE THOUGHT YOU CONVEY IN THIS SENTENCE IS
A DETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
TO EACH PARTICIPANT.

irey„
'srey,
It the
they
State

1 will wait tor the God Of my
my Girt wt11 hear
salya Non

your Bibles by appearing

=male,

, and

EE

Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible
Enter .. for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.

JEANNA COOPER
Rte 7 Box 135
Mayfieid Kentucky

"And hereby we do know mai
we know him, if we keep his
commandments."
Femme. hetween 1 John 1 and 3.

"And he that seeth me seefei
him that sent me,','
Found between John 11 and It.

•

•

CARROLL VW

LYONS

Incorporated

ii-

al
le

TUCKER TV
Sales & Service

Metal—Woodcraft, Metal
Wood furniture.
Repairs—Refinishing
Cabinets

Darnali marine
Sales & Service

511 South 12th St.
Phone 753-7451
—

641 Super Shell
South 12th Street
Phone 753-9131

el ignway 94
753-3734 or 7534693
M. W. HENRY
Rte 4
Murray Kentucky

DEBRA CHERRY
Rte 3 Box 165
Murray Kentucky

- 7 here is no speech nor
' language, where their voice is
• rward
F meid between Psalms if and
19

Coldwater Road8.
Five Points
753-2900
19 yea rS service experience

there (aim
unto hirn a
vr,irnau, raving an alabaster
boa of very precious oontmeni
And poured it on his head "
Ftiund between Matthew 25 and

MURRAY BRANCH
Federal Savings & Loan

WHITE
Rte 7

TRACY DEAN AAcKINNEY
509 Whitnell Ave.
Murray Kentucky

And all Me people c•me early
the
tne.mornmo
temple, !or
"as, hum
Fond between Luke 21 and 23

STOKES TRACTOR

304 E. Main St

Murray Kentucky

'To every Ming thins is •
season, anu a One to every
purpose 5inder ine heaven"
F wand be.
tween Ecclesiastes I
and

rREVA YOUNG
Hardin Kentucky

be
'And
copttylty 1110,
Found

ot

& Implement Co.

K-N ROOT BEER

Industrial Avenue
Phone 753-1319

Orive-In
4th & Sycamore
Murray. Kr,

LYNETTE BURKEEN
Rte 3
Murray Kentucky

SUSAN

hp

hp d5550,
,er

uke I crul I

800 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
Call 7534850

,
"Man is like to vanity- his days
are as a shadOwn that Nissen
F gond between Psalms 143 and
14',

NATALIE NEWSOME
106 S. 13th Street
Murray Kentucky

"But he that is greatest among
you shall be your servant,"
Found between Matthew 21 and
21

JAY S. Simmons
Calloway Ave.
.NAurray Kentucky

"But many that are first shall
ne last, and the last Shall be
I

,
y. 14:3

between Matthew IS and

71

•

BANK OF MURRAY

SOUTH SIDE
RESTAURANT

Southside Shopping Center
MARGIE WASHER
Rte 5 Box 170
Murray Kentucky

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
!Cid'

Singer Sewing Machines

YT

Fresh Catfish, Char•Broil
Steaks, Country Ham,
Seating 100 Guests
Also Small Parties

MURRAY SEWING
CENTER

P't"si
irr
'
, .

Ilittwta

I iVA I

Bel Air Shopping Center
Open 24 Hours
7 days a week

You may receive your
Award at Main Office

Murray's One Stop
Sewing Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center

LUCY WILLIAMS
Rte 5 Box 170
Murray Kentucky

JIMMIE FOUTCH
Hazel Kentucky

Co

Funeral Home
713 S. 4th St
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-4400

U.S. 641 North
Phone-502-753-3260
PEARL GRAHAM
Rte 1
Alm° Kentucky

TERESA SUITER
Rte 3
Murray, Kentucky

LINDA PARTIS
Sycamore Street
Murray Kentucky

TV SERVICE
CENTER
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865
Only Curtis Mathis Offers
Eight year pro-rated picture
tube warranty
TV Towers and antennas at
wholesale prices

MARTY CARRAWAY
P. 0. Box 305
Murray Kentucky

(titan d D'ut46
PHONE 753-1462

st..PRA'r

AV

Roy English R. Ph,
Byron Forbes R. Ph,

IRVANELL WHITE
Rte 1
Murray Kentucky

I.

snd the greatness Of the
k ngdom under the whole
• awen, shalt be given to the
people of the Too,
F Axed behomen
and 9

I
wrIl
merit
too ingkindnesses of
ant praises of the
F doted between Isamn

the
Lord,
"
'(0 6)

The Lord our God a cOvenanl
wile, us fl Horeb'
F obncl between Oro tor onOmy
and 6

And the Lord answered roe,
and
and Seed write the
mat e .t Islam upon
F-Ntdd between Habakkuk
And 3

"._ 1 IQUPatn" so and

01,1,1e

shall be your strrou,,,
Four d between tsAiAh TS and

Da",i,u 1 and 2
.......
•

FE American
Motors
CAIN & TREAS

CORVETTE LANES

806 Coldwater Rd
753-6448

Kaiser

TPAO KKKKK

Jeep

KAREN HALL
Rte
Murray Kentucky

18 Lanes
Mike Stranak, Mgr,
8:00-11:00 Daily
12:30-11:00 Sunday

LAURA LYNN GARLAND
Rte 5 Box 455
Murray Kentucky

uni27,- n
Master Tire Service
Coldwater Road
Iln.nn Oil Dealer

BFGoodrit h/

REGINA KINSOLVING
300 Woodlawn
Murray Kentucky

WIGGINS
FURN. CO.

OWEN FOOD
MARKET, Inc.

Hot Point Appliances, Floor
covering, Furniture
2 mi. on 641 N
Phone 753-4564
Open 8:00-S:30
6 Days a Week

ALICE O'BRYAN
Rte 5
Benton Kentucky

"Bet ot wise in thine own eyes
fear Ple Lord, and deism t
ev
F nom between Proverbs 1 and

'"1 OnNanen

•

BOWL Meat YOU at TOR

0 trty thee, and praise thee,
' u Gratikertt try fathers. ho
..est given mc wtsclorr anal

1407 Main — 753-4482
Open 7:00 a.m. - II:00 p.m.
7 days a week
"A good place to trade"
Award may be received
by appearing at
Main office
FRANCIE ELKINS
1409 Vine Street
Murray Kentucky

Also '1,a , nay thy, ":'.red
great
sacrffices
and
'ennces
Found between Nehemiee II
and 13

CARROLL TIRE
SERVICE
UNIROYAL TIRES
Hon* of
TIGER PAW
and

UNIROYAL,

THE RAIN TIRE

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE
Chestnut St. — 753-2571
Your Zenith
Dealer
for 16 years

.r
MARELLE LOAFMAN
Rte 2 BOx 196
Murray Kentucky

1105 Pogue
L.. Phone 753-1409

.0-51e;

ALLBRITTEN
Shady Lane
Murray Kentucky

grir
LUCY ROACH
Rte 1
Kirksey Kentucky

tons

to dc

And .hey n.a..e,ed
r peet.e
And held
F,
eitd I,, te.tee ,.„,,i, 70 antI

PECK'S
Upholstery Shop
520 S 4th St
753-7494

getter is ii.triat thou shouldest
not vow
than thal thou
‘houldes1 now and hot Pay
1o000 between Ercles.astes
cud 5

NEAL STARKS
MOBILE HOMES

Out
phar4ees am, tawyer s
releCted the COUnnt Of Goo ."
Einar! behereett Luke 6 and 9

HUGHES
PAINT
STORE ''tiv

'In* Lord hate broken the
Staff of Ilse ezicked and
sceptre of the rulers '
F ound between 'Satoh 13 and

MURRAY SPORT
& MARINE
Evinrude—Glastron
Tidecraft
PolarKraft—Starcraft—Boat
Campers

"complete Fabric
Selection"

GOLDIE EDWARDS
Rte 1
Hazel Kentucky

On the spot 7 year financing
Hwy. 641 N. 5 miles
Open 7:00 am Daily
Sunday 1-6

SHERRY PIERCE
Rte 1
Kirksey Kentucky

401 Maple St
Phone 753 3642

My days are past, my Our
003e9 are broken off PwrIl the
.hoUqtth 01 try heart
Found between JA:i 16 and 70

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun, Inc.

Colony PAINTS

DATSUN

Complete Service Shoo
Murray
718 South 4th

STAN PASCHALL
1617 Belmont, Dr
Murray Kentucky

SANDRA STOM
Rte 6
Murray Kentucky

- Trust ye tn the Lord tor ever
Jehovah s
tor at IF. lord
(merles tints strength
Found O.',Verrr,IsaaC 21 and 26

For ,ne day GO tt4 Lord Of
ttOpevery
h-htt, Vrio"
s

and

Home nf Colony Paints

604 S. 12th S.
Phone (502) 7534114

Sedaris-Wagons•PiCk -ups
Sport cars
MICHAEL BLAND
Rte 1
Murray Kentucky

And ale that heard hem were
Astonished
At
hes
un
derstandeng and answers "
aund between Luke 2 and 5

Bucy-Parker
Lumber Co.

Guy Span
Real Estate
Agency
901

Sy, arndr.

HENDRICK'S
MARKET
Grade A Meats
Fresh Produce
Friendly Service
Hwy. 121 South

Phone 753 772.1

Concord Road
753-5712
KIM STARKS
Almo Kentucky

MARGARET CLOYS
Rte 1 Box 362
Murray Kentucky

CARLA MARIE BEACH
Rte 2 Box 283
Murray Kentucky
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Hohenzollern
castle a 'fantasy'
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service
STUTTGART. West Germany — From a distance, it
looks like a sketch from a children's storybook. Rising from
the lush valley floor an hour's
drive south of here, the ancestral castle of the Hohenzollern family sits at the top of a
craggy, tree-covered peak, its
flag-tipped spires glistening in
the sun.
But as you draw near, the immensity of the castle becomes
apparent. It is an awesome,
powerful sight, even in this age
of glass and chromium skyscrapers.
It towers above you, its flying
buttresses seemingly suspended from the sky. And the
massive limestone blocks of the
foundation — meticulously
carved by some ancient hand —
make the castle look like some
huge model constructed from
giant building blocks.
The Hohenzollern Castle is
one of Europe's best preserved
monuments. Open to the public

Seen & Heard ...

only in recent years, it was last
occipied by royalty in 1945.
Actually the castle that now
dominates the hilltop is the
third fortification to stand on
the spot. The first castle was
built in the early 140(s only to
fall in 1423 after a siege that
lasted one whole year and involved 40,000 troops. The castle
was totally destroyed
Factions of the Hohenzollern
family rebuilt the castle in the
1450s and it flourished until the
mid-19th Century under a
variety of.royal tenants. It then
fell into decay but the crumbling ruins were again restored, this time by Prussia's
King Frederic Wilhelm IV and
on Oct. 3, 1867, 1r third castle
was royally deditated.
Today, the Hohenzollern
Castle remains much as it did
when Frederic the Great
walked the halls and viewed the
valley below from the castle
walls.
Tourists have to park their
cars halfway up the mountain
— the rest of the trek up to the
2,800-foot peak must be made
on foot. For those weak of limb
or short of breath, there is a
Volkswagen shuttle bus that
will take you to the castle gate.
The castle'itself tells the tale
of its long history. The main
tunnel leading from the front
gate to the castle courtyard
dates back to the original fort
and it is not hard to picture
armor-clad knights riding
through on their way to battle.

Today's Stock
Market
YORK (UPI)—The
NEW
stock market opened higher in
moderate trading Tuesday.
Shortly after the opening, the
Dow Jones industrial average
showed a gain of 0.66 at 883.04.
Advances topped declines, 157
to 86, among the 366 issues
crossing the tape.
In the steel group, US. Steel
gained % to 32, while Bethle1
4 each
hem and Republic rose /
to 25% each. Armco tacked on
/
1
4.
% to 18
American Motors was un1
4 among the
changed at 8/
autos. Chrysler also was steady
at 31%, but Ford rose % to
69%.
Phillips surrendered 24 to
311
/
4 in the oils. Standard of
California, however, climbed %
to 537/, while Pennzoil gained
/
1
4 to 28/
1
4, and Natomas % to
834. Superior Oil rose a full
point to 201, and Kerr-McGee
gained /
1
4 to 42%.
1
4 to
Southern Pacific added /
461
/
4 in the rails, while
Chesapeake & Ohio was un/
4. Eastern Air
changed at 651
1
4 to 19% in the
Lines climbed /
1
4 to 29%.
airlines. TWA dipped /
1
4 to
McDonnell Douglas added /
30% in the aircrafts. Lockheed
was unchanged at 9%.
General Electric and Westinghouse rose Va each to 60% and
93/
1
4, respectively. Memorex
gained a point to 41, but
National Cash Register dipped
/
1
4 to 42%.

(Continued from Page!)
mother who had been ill and lived
alone in a cottage in the forest.
Red Riding Hiid was happy to go
because she loved her grandmother and always enjoyed the
walk through the woods.
' "But it happened that a wolf
Was lurking in the bushes and
overheard the conversation. He
Some of the present castle's
olecided to take a shortcut to the
grandmother's house and get the walls are part of the second
MAYFIELD, Ky., Aug. 23 —
goodies for himself. It was fortress and seem no worse for Mrs. Murrel Whitis, 69, widow
wear
after
600
years.
beautiful day and Red Riding
Whitis, died at 8
But the true splendor of the of Herman
Hood stopped to pick some
a.m, today at her home on Boaz
Hohenzollern
Castle
is
on
the
wildflowers as she went her way.
Rt. 1. This gave the wolf a little extra inside; the private chapels, reMrs. Whitis was a member of
ception halls and the living
time, which enabled him to kill
Mt.
Pisgah Baptist Church.
quarters of the royal family atthe grandmother. He then
She is survived by seven sons,
test to the grace, pomp and
dressed in her nightgown and ceremonyof a time
gone by, in Avery and Truman Whitis, both
jumped into bed to wait for the Germany at any rate.
of Hickory Rt. 1, Brown and Willittle girl.
liam Earl Whitis of Boaz Rt. 1,
A tour of the castle is no
"When she arrived he made
Troy Whitis of McCracken Coungarish, amusement park affair.
ty, and Jerry and James Whirls
several nasty remarks and then Guides lead
visitors through
tried to grab her. By this time the the royal quarters with rever- of Paducah; five daughters,
child was frightened and ran ence, speaking in muted tones Mrs. Ted Courtney of Mayfield,
screaming from the cottage. It as they describe the surround- Mrs. Granville Courtney of Murray, Mrs. Charles Williams of
happened that a woodcutter, ings.
working nearby heard her cries
As tourists enter the castle, Mayfield Rt. 6, Mrs. Clark Neland rushed to her rescue. He they must put on wool slippers son of Paducah and Mrs. Edgar
killed the wolf with an axe, to protect the highly polished Alton of Reidland; two sisters,
thereby saving Red Riding marble floors. And as they Mrs. Fay Kerner of St. Petersflood's life. All the townspeople walk from room to room, the burg, Fla., and Mrs. Loretta '
lairried to the scene and floor receives an automatii. Rives of Paducah; 27 grandchi(hen and 10 great-grandchildren.
proclaimed the woodcutter a buffing.
Funeral services are schedhero.
The Count's Dining Room is
"But after the inquest several one of the more impressive uled Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
facts emerged. First of all, the sights at the castle. The entire Roberts Funeral Chapel with
wolf had never been advised of ceiling of the 100-foot-long room the Rev. Lillard Dunn. the Rev.
jib rights. Second, the wood- is gold plated, as are the mas- Neal Hawes and the Rev. Jack
cutter had made no warning sive chandeliers which hang Brown officiating. Burial will be
before he struck the fatal from the 40-foot-high vaults. in Spring Creek Cemetery with
blow. The Civil Liberty Union Italian marble colonnades line grandsons serving as pallbearstressed the point that, although the walls and the marble floor ers.
Friends may call at the futhe act of eating grandma may is checkered like some giant
neral home.
have been in bad taste, the wolf chess board.
In a small gallery off the dinwas only "doing his thing" anci ing room there is a collection of
not
deserve the death copper engravings and paintty.
ings belonging to the family of
only "doing his king" anO Hohenzollern. Also on display
not deserve the death penalty. are the death masks of
"The SDS cohtended that the Frederic the Great and Federal State Market News
Service August 23, 1971
of the grandmother should Frederic Wilhelm IV.
The castle's Treasury Room Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
be considered self-defense
because she was over 30 and, louses a collection of weapons Market Report includes 10 buying
efore, could not be taken dating back to the 13th Century. stations
seriously because the wolf was Suits of armor line the walls, Receipts: Act. 2334 Est. 800
trying to make love, not war. It some of them still bearing the Barrows and Gilts instances 25
-'was decided then that there was battle scars of long ago. And in cents lower , mostly steady Sows
actually no basis for charges a small glass case lies the steady.
snuffbox which saved Frederic
against the wolf.
the Great's life when pierced US 1-3 200-230 lbs., 18.50-19.00
The woodcutter, however, was
by a bullet during the Seven US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 19.00-19.25
indicted for unaggravated
Years War 11756-63).
US 2-4 190-240 lbs., 18.25-18.50
. assault with a deadly weapon.
The Hohenzollern Castle at- US2-4 240-260 lbs., 17.75-18.25
"Several nights later the tracts tourists from all over
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 17.25-17.75
woodcuter's cottage was burned Europe. It is a particularly
Sows
.to the ground. Within a week, favorite spot for children who
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.00-15.75
,woodcutter's cottages throughout romp around freely on the
US 1-3 300-550 lbs., 14.00-15.00
the countryside were burned as a royal grounds, staging mock
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 13.00-14.00 few
protest against violence. Then battles with one another and
one
morning
the
wood- protecting the castle ramparts down to 13.00.
Boars 810.00-11.50 mostly 11.00 to
cutter's body was found
from imaginary invaders:
11.50.
, torn to shreds. At first it
This is the kind of place that
was thought that he had been youngsters' dreams are made
attacked by a pack of dissident of. says tour guide Christian Federal State Market News
wolves whose motive was Voordman. "They have read of Service Aug. 24, 1971, Thursday
revenge for their slain comradw. such places in their storybooks Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
But thee investigating and history books. And when Market report includes 10 buying
committee decided that he thad they come here it is easy for stations
been overcome by massive guilt them to relive their dreams." Receipts : Act. 12-14 Est. 1000
feelings and had hacked himself SAVED BY A SWEET TOOTH Barrows and Gilts 25 cents lower
to death. The fact that on axe
PLUMSTEAD,
England Sows steady
was found led to the the theory (UPI)—Bernard'Scott, 5, ran
,that there had been an ac- away from home and boarded a US 1-3 200-230 lbs., 18.25-19.75
:z•omplice. But this was Dever bus, determined to travel US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 18.75-19.00
;'roved.
around the world, AK told his US 2-4 190-240 lbs., 18.00-18.25
, "One year from the date of the parents later. But he got%Iff at US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 17.50-18.00
'Incident at Grandma's", her Woolwich to buy some candy. US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 17.00-17.50
f 'ottage was turned into a shrine 'There, police found ]him Sows
I or the wolf who bled and died wandering around. He/ was US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.00-15.75
, here. All the village officials returned home to his worried US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 14.00-15.00
i spoke at the dedication.
— `Mother, Audrey, who said: US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 13.00-11.00
t "It was Red Riding Hood, "Hes' a determined boy. I
however, who gave the final reckon we would have gone on Boars 10.00-11.50
i :ribute. She said that while she for miles if it hadn't been for
i lad been selfishly grateful for the his sweet tooth."
DIAMOND MINE
.
The deepest, largest man:woodcutter's intervention, she
Now You Know
made region in the world is the
realized, in retrospect, that he
By United Press International Kimberly diamond mine in
had overreacted.
All boas lack poison fangs Africa. It is over 1,000 feet deep
"As she knelt and placed a
wreath in honor of the brave wolf, and possess vestigial hind limbs and, while some may be
there was not a dry eye in the and are believed to be the most deeper, none is larger in
outline.
primitive of living snakes.
t forest."

Mrs. Whitis, 69,
Dies In Graves;
Rites Wednesday

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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Protestants unanimous
in opposition to war
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK — Probably no
issue before the American public today has produced more
unanimity among Protestants
than the Vietnam war.
Only a few years ago it was
unpopular to take a stand opposing U. S. involvement in
the conflict, and religious
organizations that did so were
severely criticized.
Now the picture has changed.
Nearly every denomination
that has spoken out has declared itself in favor of the
earliest possible American
pullout. None has supported the
idea of continuing the war, although some are. more vehement than others in their opposition.
This solidarity is one of the
highlights of the annual pulsetaking of American Protestantism. Most denominations hold
their annual meetings in the
late spring and early summer,
and with most of the returns on
the resolution-making in, an interesting picture emerges of
how church organizations feel
about everything from abortions to Indochina, from Angela
Davis to pensions, from ministers and Bible reading to prison
reform.
Along with their stand on
Vietnam, the major bodies
meeting this year have generally supported radical revisions in the nation's welfare
policies, with some going so far
as to urge a more generous
guaranteed annual wage than
the government has considered.
Prison reform,legalization of
abortions, genuine efforts to
desegregate churches and society, improved housing, the
provision of more humane
treatment for drug offenders
and the modernization of evangelistic techniques were among
the principal matters delegates
voted to support at the various
meetings.
There was dimension at some
of the sessions, principally that
of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, one of the largest
and most conservative of the
Luthern bodies, which had several complicated internal matters to settle.
The leadership of the United
Presbyterian Church in the
U.S.A. also found itself taught
up in a controversy because of
a 810,000 grant that had been
made to the Angela Davis Defalse Committee, Miss Davis,
an avowed.Communist and former University of Califortlia at
LOS Angeles instructor, is being
held in California during her
trial on charges of murder, kidnaping and criminal conspiracy.
The grant, made in support of
a belief in the right to a fair
trial f6r all citizens, particularly blacks, was allowed to remain in force as the Presbyterian meeting ended, but the controversy continues.
At the Missouri Lutherans'
stormy eight-day convention in
Milwaukee, 1,000 delegates
representing 2.8 million members approved a 82 million
grant to build a four-year college in Irvine, Calif. They also
voted to continue their pulpitexchange program with the 2 5million-member American

Rev.E.F.Hicks,
Dies In Mishap
The Rev. Eldie F. Hicks, 55,
former resident of Paducah, was
killed Sunday when his car hit
a concrete abutment in Waynesboro, Miss. He was the son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. A. F.
Hicks Sr. of Paducah.
A former carrier for the SunDemocrat, Mr. Hicks later psi.
toted churches in the local area
At the time of his death, he was
pastor of First Baptist Church
in Waynesboro.
Funeral services were held
Monday at the church in
Waynesboro. Burial will be today in Jacksonville, Tenn.
Survivors include his w i fe,
Mrs. Mary Dee Hicks; two sons,
David Lynn Hicks of OxfoTd,
Miss., and Amp Frank Hicks III
of Waynesboro; a daughter, Miss
Johnnie Kay Hicks of Houston,
Texas; a grandson, David G.
Hicks, Oxford, Miss.; two sisters, Mrs. Harold Gorham of
Paducah, and Mrs. Letha Clancy of Manchester, N.H.; two
brothers, Lt. Col. (ret.) Louis F..
Hicks of Murray, and A. F.
Hicks Jr. of State College, Pa ,
a stepmother, Mrs. Anna Hicks
of Manchester, N.H.; two aunt9,
one uncle and several riiec s
and nephews,

Lutheran church but decided to
halt expansion of their cooperative activities until the
American Lutherans reconsider their 1970 decision to approve the ordination of women.
The Missouri Lutherans
again rejected admission of
women to the clergy on the
grounds that "the word of Gee
does not permit women to hold
pastoral office" or "exercise
authority over men."
Without taking a stand in
favor of outright withdrawal
from Vietnam, the delegates
warned against "impetuous behavior" or "unrightful judgment" of American leaders in
relation to the participation in
Restating
1114w
:tain
t% thethe stand against
legalized abortions, the derumination at the same time
urged that women who=dirge
such procedures be treated
"lovingly."
In contrast to this conaereative outlook the United Presbyterians for the first time
elected a woman, Mrs. Lois
Stair, as their moderator -- or
spiritual leader — of the threemillion-member denomination
at a 10-day meeting in
Rochester, N.Y.
The Presbyterian General
Assembly went a step further
by calling on all boards and
agencies in the denomination to
give -fair representation" to
women in administrative
bodies at every level.
The 700 delegates beseeched
President Nixon and Congress
to end all military involvement
in Indochina by the end of the
year and urged an immediate
cease-fire by both sides while
peace talks proceed.
On the home front, the United
Presbyterians approved a
campaign to raise $70 million in
the next 10 years to help people
help themselves through such
projects as day-care centers,
low-income housing and the rebuilding of decaying coriuntinities. A decision was made to finance new 'programs by encouraging the United Presbyterians to participate in a halfa-tithe — giving at least 5 per
cent of their annual incomes to
the work of the church.
Vietnam was the biggest issue on the agenda of the annual
meeting of 2,800 delegates of
the American Baptist Convention in Minneapolis. The dorumination assed a resolution
1,1 Vst

YOU KNOW, I
'JUST TI4COSNT OF
5citiETiati6 THAT
MAY HELP OUR
'-'-TEAM..

Paul Galloway Government
Dies Today
At His Home

(Csatimed from Page!)
former official exchange rate of
316.
The quotation when the West
German market closed Monday
had been 3.425. The drop was
attributed partly to reports that
the international monetary ftmd
was privately proposing a
dollar devaluation in relation to
the mark of 12 to 13 per cent.
The dollar remained generally stable on other European
money markets today.
In France, the dollar dosed
slightly stronger
than
on
Monday. In London, it slipped
slightly at the close of today's

Paul Galloway of Murray
Route One died this morning
proposing withdrawal from about five o'clock at his home.
Vietnam of all U.S. military He was 54 years of age.
personnel except those atReports are that Galloway had
tached to the diplomatic corps, gotten up to go squirrel hunting
"hopefully by Dec. 31."
and was sitting out in his front
As a reflection of its dovish- yard where he had seen several
ness, the body elected Mrs. squirrels previously. His wife,
Marcus Rohlfs of Seattle as Hazel, got up later and went out
president. She picketed for into the yard about 5:30a.m. arid
peace before the involvement found her husband sitting under a
of the United States in World free suffering fron a gun shot trading.
War II, and her late husband wound, according to the office of The.United States wants the
was a conscientious objector, Max Churchill, county coroner. dollar to sink in value in
as is her son.
relation to other currencies so
Mrs. Galloway called the Max that American exports will cost
CHARGES ELECTION FARCE Churchill Funeral Home for an
less on world markets and
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The ambulance, but when they
imports cost more in the United
administration, through delay arrived at the scene be was
States.
and inaction, has let the South pronounced dead. The Coroner's
These were other develop-,
Vietnamese election turn into a Office said Galloway had been
with
in connection
merits
farce, according to Sen. Fred shot with a 22 rifle in the right
Nixon's economic plan:
R. Harris, D-Okla.
apwhat
in
side of the head
Treasury Secretary John
"By this inexcusable delay parently was an accident.
Connally said the governments
the administration has given Personel of the coroner's office
was likely to retain some:,
the impression that the U.S. said apparently Galloway had
controls on the economy afteriZ,
government was not serious dozed off and the gun had acthe 90-day wage-price freezeZ
about pressing for an honest cidently gone off hitting
ended. Connally said it rezt
election in South Vietnam," Galloway in the head. The
"highly unlikely" that
Herds said in a statement Coroner's office said everything
controls would be lifted.
released Monday by the "Har- pointed to an accident as
The 350,000-member Brtother;,:
ris for President" office. "In Galloway
been
not
had
hood of Railway and Airlinek
October we face a farce."
despondent or had not been sick Clerks said it would feel free tct
recently.
strike the nation's railroadiiiik
Galloway was a member of the members did not get scheduled
Union Grove Church of Christ. wage increases on Nov. 13, the
He was born in Calloway County day after the freeze endsc,
'
on January 9, 1917, and his BRAC President C. L Decala
parents were the late Abner estimated his men would itne.
Galloway and Zelda Harding 9304,000
between
scheduled
Galloway.
contract increases Oct. 1 sr&
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. the end of the freeze period.:;
Hazel Galloway of Murray Route Leonard Woodcock, United
One; two daughters, Mrs. Auto Workers president, said
Glen(Ramona) Eaker of Murray the UAW would have supported
Route Six and Mrs. Dan (Paula) Nixon's economic moves if they
Grimes of Puryear, Tenn.; four had included a freeze on profits
sisters, Mrs. Iva Brandon of and interest rates. Woodcoek
Hazel, Mrs. Euna York of reaffirmed that the UAW would
Murray Route One, Mrs. Martha seek court action against the
White and Mrs. Jean Story, both 90-day freeze and would void-961
of Murray; four brothers, Har- contracts with the auto industry
ding Galloway of Murray Route if the freeze lasted more than
One, Bryan Galloway of Murray 90 days.
Route Two, John D. Galloway of
Some Democrats and labor
Detroit, Mich., and Max union leaders had severely
Galloway of Little Rock, Ark.; criticized Nixon for not includfive grandchildren, Charles, ing profits and interest rates,la
Glen, Rodney, and Gary Eaker, his freeze order.
and Miss Searle* Gri mes.
Rep. Wright Patman, chairFuneral services will be held man of the House Banking
Wednesday at rtwo p.m. at the Committee, said prior to the
chapel of the Max Churchill Martin press conference that
Funeral Home with Bro. Henry credit control legislation passed
by Congress two years ago
EXPECTED TO WIN — In a Hargis officiating.
gave Nixon the power to control
contest to illustrate that
Interment will be in the Goshen Interest rates.
"pregnant is beautiful,"
Cemetery with the arrangements "It is economic folly of thp
Mrs. Lynne Warnett, 21,
by the Max Churchill Funeral highest order to let the banks
smiles after being chosen
Home where friends may call go scot free while the rest of
"Mother-to-be of the Year"
in London. (Cahlephoto) after two p.m. today (Tuesday). the nation is called on for
,1
sacrifices," Patman said.
IF WE COME IN LAST PLACE,
THAT MEANS WE'LL GET FIRST
CANCE IN THE PliWER DRAFT

THE LAST TIME THAT HAPPENED
WE 60T STUCK WIN THAT
STUPID BEAGLE..

'(DULL ALWAY5 BE FIRST
CHOICE IN Mil PLA•fER
DRAFT, SWEETIE!
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FOR SALE
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Nun

Now is
Nursery st

Hollies, R
Nandini
Evonymou
Others. Ex

SHIRE

SWEET CORN and
Wender Pole Beans.
bred Dachshund pt
male, three females.
Ray Brownfield
Robertson Road,phor
1721.

45 JOHN DEERE co
and bean headers.
Chevrolet 2 ton trucl
bed and hoist. Rumor
disabled. Phone 435-41

GOOD USED refriger
Dinette set, 620.00
conch.Phone 7534471

GOOD G. E. drye
Phone 753-3302 after 4
p.m.
SWEET CORN.Poor
5674.

FERGUSON MOE
tractor with rebuilt n
1161 Volvo autamobl
saw.Phone 436-2147.

LADY'S BOWLINC
bitg; 2'x12' pool,
oonvertible bike, $1;
ranch mink pill be
035.00; Two 26" bik
830.00 each; Child's e
baggy, like new,
wheels set, compl
Phone 489-2655.

12' WIDE, two becir
home,air-conditionei
Waldrop Trailer CA
753-5953.

Nancy

MAN'S RING, 2 woi
one necklace, one s
one tie clasp. All 18
natural black star sa
Also bronze flat wai
offer. Phone 753-8512

DOUBLE WASHT1
enamel. Porch shad
slats, baby carrie
training chair. Phont
6495.

Th. Colonials
THAT'S IzEAL 12.4
iNFLATION,
POTATOES
AT
DOC .
PIZICE

YEAH .
IA Si-4EEP-MONEY
ECONOMY TEEB

SHSEP
MONY

EVERYGODY
Cv6TS FLEECE r

BEDROOM SET,dot
.bookcase headboan
- iresser with mirror,
$65.00. Regina elec
$10.00. Odd living
85.00. 207 North
Npartment 2, betwe
7:30 p.m. only.

1967 TRAILER, e)
dition, reasonable
753-4061.

GARAGE SALE,
Wednesday and Thu
24, 25, 26,at'526 Soutt
Street.
WESTINGHOUSE
range, 40", 875.00.

Abnior

r;
--EE-\•
INT'RESTIN'?

asn.
SHOOTIKY Ev'lltV
0-I >PENDALE CI-AIR
14E SEEN!! —
ONFORTCI-4N tJTLY,
FOLKS WAS
SKTTIN' IN
MOST OF TM!!

HE'S
YORE
IDEEL?

TRAILER 10'x52'.
Shady Oaks Traile
Jack Norsworthy or
2691.

LARGEST V ARIET
In Kentucky. No
prices. Country Bo3
Army Surplus Fol
from Hopkinsville,
117 &le& Open Sand
p.m.

0-54

FERGUSON MOI
tractor with rebuilt r
1961 Volvo automobi
saw. Phone 438-2147.

1971
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FOR SALE

SALE

Nursery Stock
Now is a good time to plant
Nursery stock grown in containers.

20%off
Hollies, Rhododendrons, Mahonia,
Nandinas, Pyracantha, Abelia,
Evonymous Junipers, Pin Oak and
Others. EXTRA NICE AZALEAS -$1.50

FOR RENT
NICE TWO bedroom furnished
apartment. Carpeted, airconditioned. Near University.
Phone 753-7550 after 5:00
A30c
p.m.

FOR RENT
NICE FURNISHED apartments
near campus, reasonable and
with bath. Also sleeping roorof
for college boys. Please call, we
may have what you need. Day.
TFC
753-8365, night 753-2891.

REAL NICE expando trailer,
carpeted. Also a very nice fur- TWO BEDROOM furnished
nished apartment. Phone 753-6044 house, 10 minutes from Murray.
A26C Couples only. Phone 436or 436-5812.
A24C
2147.
WITH kitchen
BEDROOM
privileges. Phone 753-3285. ITC ROOM FOR BOYS with kitchen
and private entrance. $35.00 per
FURNISHED BEDROOM for 'month. Phone 753-6638. 1008
A26C
girl. Phone 753-7266. Rent Sharpe Street.
A26C
reasonable.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE gp,AL ESTATE FOR SALE

Real Estate

HELP WANTED

Call
753-1916

Quotes

WANTED
HOME WORKERS
From The
'part-time, full-time work at home
mailing our circulars. For details
rush self-addressed, stamped
envelope and 35c to US Enterprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, By United Press International
WASHINGTON-Rep. Wright
,Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC
Patman, D-Tex., commenting
on President Nixon's failure to
Include bank interest rates in
MEN -TRAVEL
his wage-price freeze:
"It is economic folly of the
AGES 18 AND OVER
highest order to let the banks
We have immediate openings go scot free while the rest of
for 3 men to represent a large the nation is called on for
southern firm. Must be single, sacrifices."
neat and free to travel
southern and southwestern
WASHINGTON-Sen. Fred R.
no
states,
experience Harris, D-Okla., charging the
necessary. We train you. Nixon administration through
Expense account to start.
delay and inaction has allowed
New car transportation fur- the South Vietnamese election
nished. Average earnings $450 to turn into a farce:
monthly. Apply in person to:
"By this inexcusable delay
has given
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Davis the administration
that the U.S.
Terrace Woods Lodge- the impression
government was not serious
Paris, Tenn.
for an honest
Tue. & Wed. 10 A.M. to 1 about pressing
election in South Vietnam."
P.M. only.
No phone calls please.
SAN QUENTIN, Calif.-State:1
Corrections Director Raymond,
an,
PERSON-- F. Procunier, regarding
AMBITIOUS
prisoners
of
plan
apparent
Needed due to expansion. Serve
outconsumers with Rawleigh during the San Quentin
Household Products full or spare break to take and hold hostages
time. Can earn $125 per week or in their mass escape attempt:
'What they probably didn't
more. Write giving phone no.:
Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co., know was that we don't dicker
Freeport, Ill, or call 815-232-4161 with prisoners holding hostages,
and it doesn't matter who it
from 8 to 4:30.
A26C

News

Good two bedroom house on 1LI acres of land on 641 north
about 6 miles north of Murray. City_ water. Could be bought
with low down payment and about $70 per month payment.
Seven room house, four bedrooms, 30x40 shop building with
water and electric connected, 19 acres fenced for cattle.
Located only one mile south of city limits on black top road. A
small down payment and about $120 per month will buy this
property.
40 acres southeast of New Concord. About 20 acres in
cropland balance forest. On a good road leading down to lake.
Priced to sell. See us for the low price.

EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for
REAL NICE 10' wide two college girl. 1628 Hamilton
bedroom, air-conditioned trailer. Ave.
248 acre farm - one of the finest in the county. Now planted
A27C
One small child welcomed.
with 190 acres of the best crop of soy beans in the country, 15
A26C
Private. Phone 753-4481.
acre lake, two barns, old house, property is fenced, long
MODERN BRICK farm home,
black top frontage. Priced under 8250 per acre.
13102 miles from Murray, North on
641. Unusually nice. Carpeting,
NEWLY DECORATED upstairs drapes, attached garage. 8125.00
Seven room brick veneer house on Ky. 444 at New Concord,
for 2 boys. For
room
furnished
large lot, blacktop road, close to stores. Call us for the price
A27C
436-5479.
Phone
month.
per
500 N. 4th
more information phone 753on this one.
A26C MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
1387.
SWEET CORN and Kentucky 12'x65'-1970 MOBILE HOME
Duplex at 1314 Vine Street, two bedrooms, refrigerators,
Lake, 10 miles from Murray in
Two
Wonder Pole Beans. Also; pure Spanish deco, fully carpeted, two FURNISHED APARTMENTS; Panorama
Shores.
stoves, washer dryer and air conditioners on each side.
bred Dachshund puppies, one bedrooms, two baths, also air- living room, kitchen, bathroom bedrooms. 15'x15' living room,
Large lot. Rental $125 per month each side. Moderate down
male, three females. See or call conditioned. Excellent condition. with shower and bath. I or 2 separate dining room, kitchen,
payment low monthly payments.
Ray Brownfield on Johnny 'Very reasonable price. Phone bedrooms. Zimerman Apart- central electric heat and airPhone conditioning. All new appliances
Robertson Road, phone 753TFC ments, South 16th Street.
753-4456 after 6:00 p.m.
A30C including washer On provate lot.
753-6609.
A26C
1721.
A25C
Phone 436-5571.
SCHNAUZER
MINIATURE
45 JOHN DEERE combine, corn puppies, registered, non shed
FURNISHED
and bean headers. Like new. 1964 coats. Loving dispositions, top TWO BEDROOM furnished COMPLETELY
Chevrolet 2 ton truck with grain blood lines. Reasonably priced. duplex apartment. $110.00 per cottage on Kentucky Lake. Rent
418 Main Street
month plus utilities and $50.00
bed and hoist. Reason for selling, Melody-Ayre
Kennels, deposit. Couple or couple and one by week, month or year. Phone
A26P
TFC
435-4535.
Phone
disabled.
436-5679 after 5:00 p.m.
Buchanan, Tenn. Phone 901-247- child. Phone 753-1351 or 753A25C
Home Ph. 753-3059
3345.
PHONE 753-5064
A30C
4599.
GOOD USED refrigerator, $35.00.
CONTRY HOME. 3 bedrooms. 8
TURN YOUR spare time into
old
33
Also
lake.
$20.00.
acre
set,
60
Dinette
outbuildings. On
SPECIAL PRICE; Irish Setter
Money. Need 3 men to earn $50.00
A26P puppies. Phone 753-1862 or 753couch. Phone 753-8471.
couple or college
acres. Ag
to $60.00 weekly. Must be neat,
furhouse,
A24C TWO BEDROOM
students. 753-4490 after 7 p.m.
9457.
have a car and phone. For apPhone 753-7531
nished, air-conditioned, large References.
A28C
GOOD G. E. dryer for sale.
A3OP
pointment call 753-1442.
PIANO, USED, rebuilt, tuning, yard. Available September 1st.
Phone 753-3302 after 4:30
Catalina
1637
Piano
Dyer
month.
per
&
A teen-age boy chased a
$135.00
A26P repairing. Jetton
pill.
NOTICE
SERVICES OFFERED
WANTED, 1 or 2 young men full
190 ACRE FENCED farm near
A30C
bus
70
with
runaway
Sales & Service, Cuba Road, Drive. Phone 753-2527.
time. Freed Cotham Co., 753SECRETARY; 6 years ex- Kentucky Lake,Southeast of New
passengers aboard for 40
Mayfield. Evening and Saturday
SWEET CORN.Phone 753A26C
4832.
on
frontage
mile
753Concord. 7-10
yards,then jumped into the cab
TFC ROOMS FOR GIRLS, with kit- perience. References. Phone
A26P phone 247-8522.
5874.
AMC wide gravel road. 4 Acre corn
and jammed on the brakes
chen facilities. Located 1624 2729.
TRUCK DRIVER, apply at before the vehicle could ram a
base, 183' well, 20'x25' building
USED STOVE and refrigerator, Hamilton. Phone 753-3402. A27C
Texaco Bulk Plant. No phone hospital in New South Wales.
care in my home with electricity. $19,000.00 Phone
CHILD
DAILY
753Phone
old.
months
8
about
FERGUSON MODEL TO-20
A26C
calls please.
or 436753-2417
Redrnon,
753Earl
Phone
near
University.
A24C TWO ROOM Apartment, private,
tractor with rebuilt motor. Also a 6158.
A24C
By the time Derek Bentley,
A26P
5572.
7276.
1961 Volvo automobile and chain
one mile from College an ColdH&R BLOCK
LOST & FOUND
17, had brought the double-deck
A30C
saw. Phone 436-2147.
water Road. Couple only or two
poplar si , Murray, 753 6251
bus to a halt on a slope in the
in my 118 ACRE FARM with five room 02
OUTDOOR SWING set with two boys. Phone 753-4552.
A24P WILL KEEP children
▪ Send we free islonsalon stout your
LOST: TWO full blooded Beagle grounds of Swansea Hospital,
outother
plus
home,
will
frame
Also
day.
or
week
by
sell
home
cheap.
Will
.and slide.
LADY'S BOWLING ball and swings
Monne Tax 0001141
puppies, one male, one female, six passengers had been inPhone 753-3102. A26C buildings. Located on Route 5, I
A24C
bag; 2'x12' pool, $14.00; 16" Phone 753-2694.
HOUSE; THREE bedrooms, air- do ironing.
from home. Call 753-5960, jured by jumping from the
strayed
A24P
Murray.Phone 753-6881.
convertible bike, $12.00; Lady's
▪ Address
conditioned, dishwasher, garRandy and Lori Brandon. A26C platform.
special
AIR
COMPRESSORS;
ranch mink pill box hat, new
bage disposal, refrigerator,
lc
$35.00; Two 26" bikes, 3 speed, prices on rebuilt units. Small stove, washer and dryer, drapes. WILL DO trash hauling, APPROXIMATELY 3 acres of
reasonable rates. Phone 753land on Highway 97, L4 mile from
$30.00 each; Child's electric dune units for farmers and home work- Phone 753-8129.
TFC
A31C Tri City. Large landscaped
6130.
buggy, like new, $18.00; Hot shops. Low monthly payment
frontage, 300' wide. Beautiful
wheels set, complete, $15.00. plan. 6th and Pine. Phone 753A24C FURNISHED APARTMENT, PROFESSIONAL, EX- building site or suitable for
A26C 3018.
Phone 489-2655.
a E3
. g into smaller lots.
1108 West Poplar. Phone 753-5230 PERIENCED painter, will work subdividin
phone 7534076.
basis,
hourly
on
jobs,
contract
Poplar St.. Murray, 753 625
2
A27C
A24C
after
5:00p.m.
1961 TRIUMPH TR3. Front end
has own equipment. Call 48912' WIDE, two bedroom mobile wrecked but all mechanical parts
2287.
SePt.7(i.SMALL FARM; good location;
home,air-conditioned. Located in good.$200.00. Phone 753A27C
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back business or future investment
Waldrop Trailer Court. Phone =9.
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 713- One mile East Murray, ap753-5953.
A26P
proximately 10 acres pasture.
5932.
ONE MATCHED SET Whirlpool
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
washer and dryer. 2 years old.
FURNITURE REFINISHING Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
MAN'S RING, 2 women's rings, Price 1275.00. Phone 753All work guaranteed. Free pick. For appointment call 753A24C
one necklace, one set earrings, 2825.
A
BAND
RENT
and delivery. Free estimate 4147
up
TFC
one tie clasp. All 18K gold with
or natural finish. Jerry
Antique
IN
natural black star saphire stones. B-FIAT CLARINET and case,
Aug24C
McCoy,753-3045.
Also bronze flat ware set. Make Selmer. Excellent for beginning
at
APPROXIMATELY 7-eightA24C
753-4581.
A26C
band. Phone
offer. Phone 753-8512.
tenths acres, about 3 miles South4" Plastic Wells
west of Lynn Grove and excellent
DOUBLE WASHTUBS, white YOU'LL NEVER know how dealt
Center
the
Dixieland
in
fOr basement. On good ELECTROLUX SALES & Serlocation
AYLOR
WELL
,
wood
shade
with
Porch
enamel.
that rug will be till you try Blue
recycling
route and school bus vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
mail
road,
NEW BOTTLE IS EDIBLE-During a seminar on
DRILLING
slats, baby carrier bassinet, Lustre. Rent a shampooer for
James
Route
Francisco,
Spann,
San
in
Earl
bottles,
FarContact
382-2468,
plastic
route.
of
phone
Sanders,
TWO
and disposal
bedroom
training chair. Phone 753Phone Puryear, Tenn
A28C MODERN
only $1.00, Big K.
a newly -developed container that
TFC
Pochahontas, Illinois
displays
Kentucky.
2,
Rossman
rnington,
M.
furnished
lakeside
home
A26C
6495.
247-5556
of
A26C
67275.
is edible and water-soluble. He is a representative
Married students or faculty
Del
Complete Well
Wilmington.
before
.
Hector desired. No children. Will lease
Inc
Physician
Hercules.
husband
HANNAH'S
YOUR
CALL
BEDROOM SET,double bed with
Service
emergency room
hard work so he cleans the September 1 thru June 30th.
brick house coming to the
.bookcase headboard, matching hates
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
BEDROOM
THREE
servicenew
Rent
Lustre.
answering
Blue
with
rugs
hours
after
month,
per
furutilities
$100.00
- Iresser with mirror, blond finish,
on Catalina Drive. Price
DOMO OUU
GOM
A26C
Western nished. Phone 436-5587.
$1.
shampooer
electric
753-2626.
4
Satiate
ACROSS
A30C
$65.00. Regina electric broom,
BrAMO MOO
BOMO
reasonable. Phone 753-9445. A26C Call
matter
no
One.
5
Wishing
The
of
Home
100 030 1300030
$10.00. Odd living room chair, Auto,
which
Stroke
AUTOS FOR SALE
WANTED
HELP
A25C
6 Preposition
0001 200 GOO
4 Goes by
UNFURNISHED DOWNSTAIRS
$5.00. 207 North 12th Street, Well".
7 Pertaining to
water
one bedroom apartment. Private DUNE BUGGY, 1965 chassis, BY OWNER-3 bedroom brick
1partment 2, between 6:00 and
the moon
9 Frozen water
8 Winter vehicle
MARRIED COUPLES- 12 Goddess of
ONE NEW fishing boat and entrances. One block from engine rebuilt. Bright yellow. houae, two blocks from college.
7:30 p.m, only.
DM 0003OOM 3151
9 Make jagged
heating
Mature
lady black hard top, chrome wheels. Phone 753-4683 or 753-1790. A25C
TRAVEL
A25C trailer, jet propelled. Phone 436- downtown.
1200 MOO GOO
10 Mountain pass
13 Cancel
11
A25C preferred. Phone 753-1299. $850.00. Phone Puryear 247Before
2427.
OUG 003M
14 Contiinttion
AGES 18 AND OVER
16 Afternoon party
15 Comely
COM MUM
A26C CORNER LOT with trees,
MUM
now.
Available
3247.
1967 TRAILER, excellent conpart
18
Choice
17 Sewing
LITTLE GIRL'S clothes, sizes 8
0110000 MOM 1301
20 Young boy
implement
A26P
dition, reasonable price. Phone
in Kingswood. Beautiful We have immediate openings
100'x150'
WOO OBOM 0000
21 Facial
19 Insect
A26NC
A24C and 10. Phone 753-2477.
1967 BUICK LaSabre 2 door location, paved streets. Must sell for 3 couples to represent a
753-4061.
DOM DODO MOB
expressions
20 Dipper
factory
be
Must
firm.
consider
24
and
southern
power
large
with
22 Eagle's nest
FURNISHED ONE bedroom hardtop
21 Festive
immediately and will
23 Chart
ANC
23 Deface
air. Phone 753-7785.
offer. Phone 753- neat and free to travel
to
close
apartment,
lumber.
and
hospital
TREATED
reasonable
PENTA
any
s)
htain
:oci
atlo
nviyo
tc
45 Gufclo's high
25 King of birds
37 S
36
24 Arrow poison
GARAGE SALE, Tuesday,
A26P southern and southwestern
note
26 Wear away
27 Female ruff
to rot and termites. university. Large attractive
7820.
Wednesday and Thursday August Resistant
46 Writing
28 Evergreen tree
Novelty
28
experience
convertible,
No
states.
any rooms. Private entrances. Phone 1965 CHEVY SS
and
docks
boat
for
Ideal
implement
nymphs
29
Reverence
24, 25, 26,at526 South 7th
Essence
necessary. We train you. 29 Pref..47 Drunkard
31 Repulse
uses. 753-1299.
exposted
A26P factory air, power steering and LOT, 105'x160' in Sherwood
not
30
A25C weathered
Street.
48 Period
Pedal
32 Unit of elec
brakes, 4 speed, $775.00. Also 1964 Forrest. Phone 753-7358 after 4:00 Expense account to start. New
Murray Lumber Co., Maple
31 Tear
of time
2 Eond
4309
Mical measure 4
pa leedrsigit
standard
furnished.
TFC
transportation
car
Be
32
debt
in
Ford
ievel
Si A continert
merit
43
Custom, 2 door,
Street, Murray,Kentucky. 1TC FURNISHED BASEMENT
p.m.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
(abbr
44
ightly
Hit
35
Proceed
Basement
753$450
33
earnings
Average
apartment, 3 rooms, nice and transmission, $350.00. Phone
range, 40", $75.00. Phone 75334 Keener
1
1
3
7 -8
3-4
5 -6
,A26C
monthly each Apply in Person
NOTICE
36 Definite
A25C PROTECT YOUR pet from clean. Outside entrance. Water 1951. Priced to sell.
8622.
:3.'
.
1,,f
to:
easy
and heat paid. Phone 753article
weather, buy a home with
N.; 14
12'".'.1)
only
THE
Davis
Charles
!!
37
Mrs.
SHAPEMAKERS!
Ancient
Mr. &
Phone 7531739.
floor.
A26C
cleaning
WANT
TO
BUY
15
18
77717
'
TRAILER 10'x52'. Number 80,
6
Terrace Woods lodge, 38 teak through
easy way to lose weight and inA26NC
1712.
39 Knave at cards
Shady Oaks Trailer Court. See
,
lot:
,t'ANT
BUY;
TO
appointment
an
Make
fast.
Tenn.
ches
Paris,
TWO
BEDROOM
trailer.
)•'.•::
.
l'......."
(1
"2*
40 Woody plant
v: 'CIIR
have for
Jack Norsworthy or call 489& Wed. 10 A.M. ta 1 41 Sufferer from
AIR CONDITIONER, 16000 BTU Washer, dressing room, fur- standing timber. Also sa44dost for Free figure analysis. Phone
A31C
76
2691.
25
and
,
sale
124
1
lumber
I
A25NC
23
Hansen's diS•
753-2962.
P.M. only.
collerator, 2 years old. Like new. nished. Married couple only.
ease
and Lumber
phone calls please.
No
Also 8200 BTU Collerator. $75.00 month. Green Acres Murray Saw Mill
27
.v., 28
43 Enemy
TFc WE ARE ready now to deliver or
7129
Co. Phone 753-4147
tt
t,.a
:
44 Bank
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols Reasonable. Phone 753-9827. A26C Trailer Court No. 12. Phone
6'<''''.„4 33
„, 37':•;:31
7 71.
,7:
30
vein
six
for
employe
order
your
take
unwanted
247-6107.
WANT
BUY;
TO
Mayfield
A30C
in
I
.
r,`•
tr
,
increase
in Kentucky. No
t:';
K
AFTERNOON 46 GralitY
lump
seven
by
four
or
stoker
desks,
EXCHANGE
lamps,
for
sale.
YORKSHIRE
ONE
usable
:0.36
furniture,
35
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
furnished 49 A state (abbr I'34
chairs, etc. Will pick up. Phone coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice & baby-sitting for
50 Ringworm
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles Phone 753-8419 after 7:00
required.
References
4th
South
408
Service,
apartment.
Coal
A26P
A26P FURNLWED HOUSE for 4 boys 753-7860 after 7:00 p.m.
5? Click beetle
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky. p.m.
Sept.11C Or will rent apartment. Phone 53 Equality
Street.
or 4 girls. Call Tom Alexander ,
.:
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:Oa
.%t
A26P 54 Incline
753-6278.
753-3827 or 753-1713.
S7C
WANTED TO RENT
Aug30C
FOR SALE OR RENT
p.m.
Music as
I7 '
.
01
I4
.
5
4LYNDIA COCHRAN Dance
:::NA16
written
4
MARRIED COUPLE wants to Studio announces registration
•
.•
49
..., 30
FERGUSON MODEL TO-20 TRAILER: ELECTRIC heat, air- THREE ROOM apartment,
5
to
DOWN
4
country,
.",.
house in the
in
Tap, Ballet, PAINTERS WANTED; ex'Classes
4
it:A.
tractor with rebuilt motor. Also a conditioned, 3 miles from furnished, including utilities. On rent
55
3
bath within a 4 mile Acrobatics, Modern Jazz. Phone perienced only. $4.50 and better 1 Vigor (colloq
1981 Volvo automobile and chain Murray,two bedroom. Phone 753- Main near 18th Street. Phone 753- rooms with
Murray. Phone 474A30C 2 Ventilate
753-1710.
of
Phone
radius
hour.
per
753-4647,
2 '1
A25C
A24C
Inc.
Syndicate,
United
Feature
by
753-2583.
A26C
3984.
Distr
or
A24C
7856
436-2147.
saw. Phone
3 Threefold
A25C
2707.

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTER
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CLAUDE L. MILLER
Real Estate

JOHN C. NEUBAUER, Associate Broker
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Teen-ager saves 70
aboard runaway bus

11.
1
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THE FUN!
JOIN THE
BAND!

Leach's Music & TV

will send you
free information
on how you can

EARN BIG
MONEY IN
INCOME TAX
PREPARATION

Crossword Puzzle
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Wall Street
Chatter
Wall Street Chatter
YORK (UPI)—The
NEW
stock market, which went up
and down last week, is in a new
ball game because of President
Nixon's new economic policies,
according to Bradbury K.
Iburlow of Hoppin, Watson Inc.
Since the de facto devaluation
of the dollar, foreigners have
been pushed into a position
whereby they cannot dump
their dollars and "our monetary
authorities are free to force
interest rates lower and complete restoration of corporate
liquidity begun last year,"
Thurlow says.
He believes that with many
institutions fully invested in
"defensive" or service-oriented
stocks "it may be that the
favorites of the past year will
be sold to buy forthcoming
favorites among the heavy
industrials."

United Prt

Seen&
Aroi
Mur

More Outstanding Bargains
or Back-To-School From
LADIES
BIG K!
SLACK SET

33

TPO Inc. thinks investors and
traders should hold their
positions for the intermediate
period ahead in the market.
"New purchases for the most
part are recommended on dips,
but on a selective basis some
equities appear attractive at
current levels," the firms says.
The performance of indivibreadth,
dual issues, the
volume and leadership last
week all point to a resumption
of the bull markeLat least for
the next.-few moiiths, TPO says.
It predicts the Dow Jones
industrial average will pause,
then rise in a sustained manner
to the 960 level.

Easy care, fashion smart, 100% Nylon
double knit sets available in jewel, vneck or mock turtle collars. Assorted
long sleeve tops in stripes are coordinated with a stitch crease flare
pant. Sizes 8 to 16.

ComPare at 7.99

"Present law
committed to s
lives and propel
and protecting
against violence
Our society musi
degree that ce
punishment for
the rule, not the
cannot-settle for
place" in the bat'
is to lose"....J.

BOYS 4-7

SLACK SETS

LADIES

FAKE FUR COATS
Here is a Fake Fur Coat with a
real savings price. Save an
additional 4.44 on this Poly pile
lined coat in the popular double
breasted style with belted back
and notch collar in navy, blue,
brown. Sizes: 8-16.
Reg. 16.44

66

Compare
at 3.99
Schoo I time
fashions
for the small boy in
this perma press set
with a choice of boxer
or belt type solid color pants with stripe or
ttern shirt.

MENS

SPORT SHIRTS

WESTERN
JACKET

33

Compare at 5.99

All

Compare
at 3.99
Quality woven stripe
shirts in new fall
colors. Perma press
with 2 button notched
cuffs and matching
buttons. S.M.L.
BOYS LONG SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS 1.97

24 inch denim jacket
with metal buttons on
front and cuffs. Banded bottom in S,M,L ,XL.

SWEATERS
12 gauge 100% acrylic long Sieve pullover full fashioned sweaters in mock,
turtle or turtle neck styles in flat or
skniny rib knits. Assorted stripes in
fall shades. Sizes 34-40.

MEN & BOYS
BASKETBALL

SNEAKERS

Compare at 4.49

Compare
at 2. 99
Canvas uppers, sponge cushioned
innersoles, non-slip
sole. Sizes: Boys 11-2, Big
1
2-6, Meng 6/
1
2-12 in
Boys 2/
assorted colors.

HE GREW TOO TALL
HERTFORD, England (UPI
—Police Constable D. Street
assigned to a patrol car for the
past 12 years, has been orderec
to other duties because he U.
too tall to wear his hat in the

GIRLS & *OMENS

SHOULDER STRAP

SNEAKERS

PURSES

00

33

Compare
at 1.99

Compare
at 5.99

Canvas uppers, sponge cuShioned innersoles. Guaranteed
PVC soles.Sizes:Girls 13-3.
Womens
to 10, assorted
colors.
7...NA

This smart lacing effect
with front pocket and brass
rings makes this a sportswear
must. Available in
light or dark brown.

Territory is vi
but not of so pet
in the late sumb

It is time for 5.
on the part of I
check their efflui
polluting4ublic
to everybOdy an
the right to polli

It Is easy to du
of an automobile
aa.•••3•44. Awl 4
stead of dumpino
window, take the
them in a garba
them in any of ti
the alleys about

People sit arou
damp litter at th
alter day the litl
the people are nol
We must becorr
serous.

Trash cans car
construction jo
litter. We can see
or so, strong
pollution will bee

car.

Raymond Buxton, chief constable for Hertfordshire, said
the rule about wearing official
caps at all times in police cars
must be enforced and if Street
is unable to do so, he must be
assigned other duties.

Park Leagt
To Leave S

OSTRICH ACT
England
CHRISTCERYRaI,
(UPI)—Charlie the runaway
alligator is back at Chipperfield's Circus. The 70-pound
circus star had been on the
loose for 11 days.
Police constable Don Head
spotted one-eyed Charlie basking Sunday in the reeds of the
River Stow. Charlie tried to
hide by stocking his head in the
mud—but his tail went up in
the air.

All Stretch Bra has
fiberfill padded lace
cups:
powernet
sides, back and
front bands. Adjustable stretch straps.
Sizes: 32-38A, 3238B, 32-38C. White.

Smooth Tricot Plunge
Bra, for open neck,
lines. Underwired,
with light fiberfill
shaping. Sizes: 3236A, 32-388, 3438C. White.

The Park L
players will le
August 28, at el
the Park League
the baseball gar
Mo., on Saturdaj
Each child
own money for ei
the game. The g
home after the g

Newcomer;
Planned Si

GIRLS
DOUBLE KNIT

GIRL
DOUBLE KNIT

SLACKS

TUNIC TOPS

• Compare
a
gg
Easy care ribbed slacks
with flare legs and
stitch crease front.
Assorted fall colors in
solids. Sizes 7-14.
TO WED HERE—Actor Rex
Harrison 'a n d Elizabeth
Harris, former wife of actor Richard Harris, disclose
in London they will wed in
the United States.

We notice the
are coming toget
fours once mor
indicate that
imperatives" an
sow that the ra
Irawing to a clo

We bow Don
cessful in his el
action on anthill
pollution in the ci
backing of a ci
worthwhile cam
people talk atm
few people do az

LADIES
Financial markets last week
correctly sensed Nixon's moves
mark a new beginning, according to staff members of Argus
Research Corp.
"Such a new beginning is
made necessary by the evident
fact that the post-war period is
over and the 'post-post war' era
is under way."
Argus spokesrnen believe the
new policy has given the bond
market the push needed to
trigger the long-awaited rally.
"For the equity market,"
Argus spokesmen say, "the tact
that the President has boldly
grasped the nettle of devaluation provides added support for
a constructive posture for it
shows that a sustained advance
in business activity and profits
is being vigorously pursued."

L&N Magazir
don't believe t
merely luck, as

Compare
at 3.49
Coordinate those dou•
knit slacks with
tton
or belt trims in s
s
or stripes. Easy care
Nylon in fall colors.
Sizes: 7-14.

GIRLS
Sirr4i5 TT E

PANTIES

Fine
tailored lace
Waned brief features
double panel back.
Soft opaque nylon tricot salinette fabric.
Sizes 3-14.--White.

GIRLS

Lace Cup Bra with
foam padding. Wash
wear band, stretch
front and back; adjustable
stretch
straps. Sizes: 3236A, 32-388. White.

Padded
Fi erfill
Pr -Teen Bra is natunally shaped with
*etch straps and
stretchy front insert.
Sizes: 28-34AA, 3036A. White.

SLIP PANTY

LADIES

PANTY BRIEFS
purpose slip
Dual
panty of soft nylon tricot satinette. Full cut
lace trimmed pantie
attached under pettislip. Sizes 6 to 14 in
assorted colors.

Fiberfill Padded Bra
has lace cups, cotton sides. Sizes:
32-36A,
32-38B.
White.

1 Acetate elastic leg, Nylon seamed
for longer wear.
Laboratory tested
fabric, elastic
guaranteed to stay on for the life of
C the garment
PAIR1
"
i5 —.
Asst Sizes & Colors

Phone: 753-8777
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